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Abstract

Left ventricular remodeling (LVR) after myocardial infarction usually results in sudden

death attributable to the outbreak of arrhythmias. LVR is characterised by progress-

ive cardiomyocytes slippage, interstitial space growth, increase of mechanical stress,

hypertrophy, fibrosis and alteration of contractile function. The effect of changes in

biophysical environment that occur in LVR on the mechanoelectrical coupling of cardi-

omyocites is poorly explored.

In this work, I studied the influence of changes such as the abundance of myofibro-

blasts in fibrotic conditions and the increased shear stress on cellular mechanical proper-

ties, morphology, contractility and connectivity. By using co-cultures of cardiomyocytes

and myofibroblasts as an in vitro model system for fibrosis I observed that their com-

munication occurs via both electrical and mechanical junctions. Co-cultures with low

ratios of cardiomyocytes overexpressed electrical and mechanical junction proteins, Con-

nexin43 (Cx43) and N-Cadherin (N-Cad), respectively, inducing alterations in the elec-

trophysiology of cardiomyocytes: decrease of beating frequency and outbreak of spiral

waves. The enhanced expression of N-Cad shows that myofibroblasts may influence

the function of cardiomyocytes by applying contractile forces via mechanical junctions.

N-Cad in turn is responsible for the transmission of contractile forces between my-

ofibroblasts throughout the fibrotic scar. AFM-based microrheological measurements

revealed that viscoelastic properties change under fibrotic conditions. Co-culture was

observed to be stiffer than both cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts monocultures and was

characterised by a solid-like behaviour at almost all frequencies.

Another physiological change that occurs in LVR is the increase of mechanical load

on cardiomyocytes, in particular shear stress, which is often neglected in in vitro and

in silico models. By combining impedance spectroscopy and optical microscopy I have

shown that high values of shear stress stimulation lead to an immediate decrease of

cell-substrate distances at the flow onset, cell spreading up to 48 hours, and a gradual

reorientation of the actin fibers along the direction of the flow that took upto 108 hours.

Additionally, beating frequency and cell-cell connectivity of cardiomyocytes increased

under shear stress. Furthermore, contraction of cardiomyocytes synchronised in the

presence of shear stress. Flow stimulation increased the beating frequency of the cardi-
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omyocytes and myofibroblasts co-cultures similar to the monocultures, and for the first

time, I observed contractility in co-cultures with 9:1 ratio of myofibroblasts after shear

stimulation, whereas the non-sheared co-cultures did not show any activity.

In conclusion this work proves that stimulating cardiomyocytes with high shear stress

is a reliable in vitro pathological model to reproduce conditions similar to the in vivo

situation. Furthermore, experimental and modelling studies used to understand patho-

physiology during LVR should take into account the presence of high shear stress and

its influence on mechanoelectrical coupling and cellular morphology.
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1 Introduction

The aim of this work is to study the effect of changes in the biophysical environment on

cells during left ventricular remodeling after myocardial infarction (MI). Post-infarction

remodeling is divided into two stages: early phase and fibrosis, as will be explained in

detail at the end of this chapter. A deep understanding of the mechanisms involved in

this phenomenon may be useful to develop new therapeutic strategies to prevent the

usual outbreak of arrhythmia after MI. Current therapies targeting the post-infarction

remodeling are based on mechanical or pharmacological interventions, but both have

drawbacks. Mechanical approaches such as surgery are invasive and are performed

on patients with certain eligibility criteria [1]. On the other hand, neurohormonal

inhibitor drugs, which are supposed to reduce hypertrophy or fibrosis, are effective only

on patients with a mild infarct and they can increase the risk of hypotension. A recent

promising approach based on regenerative medicine aims to restore cardiac function

with the help of stem cells reprogrammed into healthy cardiomyocytes. The efficacy of

this novel therapy has not yet been demonstrated in preclinical models [2]. Studies that

employ new in vitro cellular and tissue scale model systems will be extremely useful

to investigate a complicated dynamic process such as ventricular remodeling. Such a

system will allow to investigate individually the effect of mechanical, biochemical, or

electrical changes on cardiac cells within controlled conditions.

During ventricular remodeling post MI, cardiac cells are exposed to increased mechanical

loads, including high wall stresses and high shear stresses [3]. Several groups applied

stretching to cardiac cell monolayers showing the relationship between mechanoelectrical

feedback and cardiac diseases caused by increased mechanical loading [4–8]. It has

been observed that cyclic stretching upregulates the expression of Connexin43 (Cx43)

in neonatal rat ventricular myocytes (NRVMs) related to an increase of secretion of

angiotensin II [6] and growth factors [7]. Another group found that NRVMs align

and localise Cx43 at the longitudinal extremities of the cells [7]. Yang and coworkers

reported live-cell observations of sarcomeric addition, the major molecular event that

occurs in hypertrophic conditions, in NRVMs under uniaxial static stretch [8]. Although

many efforts have been done to investigate the influence of stretching on cardiomyocyte

physiology, the of effect shear stress on the morphology and contractility of the cells has
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

not been extensively studied. Few studies in this direction have reported a decrease in

action potential duration [9] and intracellular calcium transient [10] in atrial neonatal

cardiomyocytes when stimulated by shear stress for few minutes. It has also been shown

that NRVMs exhibit higher beating frequency [11] and an increase in gap and adherens

junctions [12] when continuous and oscillatory shear stress was applied, respectively.

These studies analysed only the short-term effect of high shear stress stimulation. Thus,

a long-term response to elevated shear stress, which is more realistic if we refer to the

early phase of ventricular remodelling conditions, remains unknown.

In this work I investigated the short- and long term effect of high shear stresses on

cellular morphology, contractility, and connectivity. In order to complete the study of

the environment changes in ventricular remodeling on cardiac cells, I also analysed the

mechanical properties of fibrotic tissues and the communication between cardiomyocytes

and myofibroblasts, correlating it with electromechanical coupling.

Before going into the details of the work, I present a brief overview of the fundamentals

that will aid one to understand the results presented in this thesis and the discussion

that follows.

1.1 Structure and Function of Cardiac Architecture

1.1.1 Laminar sheets

The ventricular myocardium has a complex architecture in which cardiac cells are or-

ganised in layers or laminar sheets. These sheets are mainly formed by fundamental

contractile cells, called cardiomyocytes. However, in the myocardium other cell types

can be found, such as fibroblasts, which represent the majority of the cells, endothelial

cells, and smooth muscle cells. The sheets are on average three to five cells thick and

continuously branch in each direction throughout the ventricular wall. Cardiomyocytes

are oriented in different directions (fiber direction) within the myocardium: at the epi-

cardial and subendocardial surface the orientation is -60◦ and +90◦, respectively with

respect to circumferential direction [13]. The ventricular sheet architecture is represen-

ted in figure 1.1A-D. Within laminar sheets, cardiomyocytes are tightly coupled both

mechanically and electrically (figure 1.1B), while neighbouring layers are separated by

cleavages but interconnected on a larger scale (figure 1.1C). The laminar architecture

of ventricular myocardium has mostly a mechanical function. During heart relaxation

and contraction the sheets slide against each others and along the cleavage planes res-

ulting in a rearrangement of the ventricle structure providing a basis for wall thickening

changes at the end of systole. Wall thickening is an important component of the normal

cardiac cycles because it contributes to the stroke volume [14]. Pope and coworkers

demonstrated that the orientation of ventricular laminar sheets coincides with planes
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

of maximum shear deformation, suggesting that relative sliding between laminae allows

deformations throughout the cardiac cycle [15]. The laminar structure also affects the

electrical properties and enable a fast propagation of electrical waves in the direction of

the fibers through branches, an intermediate and slowest propagation along the sheet

axis and sheet normal axis respectively (figure 1.1A) [16].

Figure 1.1: The laminar sheet architecture of ventricular myocardium. A: Schematic of ventricular
microstructure: sheets with different fiber orientations indicated with white rods (left); cardiomyocytes
tightly coupled within a sheet and the structural axes: fiber, sheet, and sheet-normal axis. B: Scanning
electron micrograpth of midwall ventricular segment in a dog heart in the sheet-normal and sheet axis
plane. Branching between adjacent laminar sheets is indicated by arrowhead. C: Scanning electron
micrograph of midwall ventricular segment in a dog heart in the sheet-normal and fiber axis plane.
D: 3D reconstruction using confocal microscopy of myocytes arrangement in a transmural segment of
normal rat heart. Dimensions are 4.3 x 1.1 x 0.9 mm. Picture taken from [13]

.

1.1.2 Collagen Network

The organisation and the function of myocardium is highly related to the cardiac extra-

cellular environment, the extracellular matrix (ECM). Cardiac ECM consists of collagen
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

I, II, and IV, laminin, fibronectin, and proteoglycans [17]. The tight coupling of cardi-

omyocytes within the sheet is provided by a network of connective tissue, extracellular

collagen fibers, which is also responsible for a weaker coupling between adjacent sheets.

Collagen, the main structural component of cardiac ECM, is classified as epimysium,

surrounding the all muscle; endomysium, the tight network that interconnects single

cardiomyocytes and capillaries; and perimysium, surrounding and connecting laminar

sheets [17]. The latter contributes to yielding the laminated structure to the ventricle.

Wang and coworkers used extended- volume confocal microscopy to visualised 3D per-

imysial collagen in a rat heart [13]. They observed three forms of perimysial collagen:

two meshes of collagen fibers, one surrounding the sheets and one spanning in the cleav-

age plane between sheets, and a long cords of collagen aligned with the myocardial fiber

axis (figure 1.1A). The function of the collagen meshes is to give structure to the laminar

architecture and to enable the rearrangement or shearing of cardiac sheets during con-

traction. The longitudinal cords of collagen are responsible for the generation of passive

tension against extension along the myofibers axis. Thus, cardiac connective tissue is

essential for maintaining the structure of cardiac laminae and limiting the extension

during diastole [13].

1.1.3 Interstitial Fluid

The cardiac muscle contains connective tissue and cells, surrounded by fluid-filled ex-

tracellular space. This fluid is called interstitial fluid and plays an important role in the

regulation of both biochemical and biophysical signals in the extracellular space. Such

as the microcirculation which provides the necessary transport of biomolecules. Indeed

it regulates the mass exchange between cells and the surroundings, including deliver-

ing of nutrients and removal of metabolic waste. Interstitial fluid is also involved in

intercellular communication, distributing biomolecules, e.g. cytokines, growth factors,

and cations, in the extracellular space. It creates a specific mechanical environment

by applying shear stress and hydrostatic pressure to cells which are crucial for cellular

functions [18].

1.1.4 Cardiomyocytes

The fundamental contractile cells of the myocardium are the cardiomyocytes. They

are cylindrical cells with diameter and length of about 10-15µm and 100µm, respect-

ively [19]. They are connected to each other along the longitudinal axis and arranged

into a network [17]. This complex architecture is defined by the sub-cellular organisa-

tion of (i) the intercalated disc, (ii) the sarcolemma, and (iii) the cytoskeleton (figure

1.2).
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.2: Cardiac muscle morphology. Top: Electron microscopy of a cardiac muscle. Middle:
Illustration of cardiac muscle syncytium. Bottom: Illustration of a part of cardiac muscle cell. Illus-
tration taken from [17]

• The intercalated disks represent the area where two cardiomyocytes are con-

nected to each other along the longitudinal axis. They are structural parts that

enable the transmission of contractile force and allow the cells to work as a single

functional organ. They also serve as a low resistance component that allows rapid

conduction of action potential through cardiac tissue. Three types of junctional

complexes provide proper connection and communication between cardiomyocytes:

desmosomes, adherens junctions, and gap junctions[17].

• The sarcolemma is the plasma membrane surrounding the cardiomyocytes whose

function is to provide a barrier for diffusion. It is composed of a lipid bilayer

and contains proteins, receptors, pumps, and ion channels that are fundamental

for the propagation of the action potential and the cell contraction. An import-

ant receptor that allows the neurohormonal system to regulate cardiac function

is β1-adrenoreceptor, at which norepinephrine binds and stimulate beating rate

and force of contraction [20].The sarcolemma forms invaginations into the cardi-

omyocyte forming the trasversal tubules (T-tubules). These extensions allow the

L-type calcium channels to be close to the sarcoplasmatic reticulum, as shown

in figure 1.2, making T-tubules an important structural element involved in the

excitation-contraction coupling [21].

• The cytoskeleton is the structure that provided mechanical support to the cell

and it is involved in mechanotransduction. It is responsible for the propagation
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

of mechanical signals throughout cardiomyocytes triggering several functional re-

sponses. The components of the cytoskeleton can be divided in sarcomeric and

non-sarcomeric elements. The former include thin and thick filaments involved in

the generation of contractile forces whereas, the latter are the filaments that take

part in transmission of forces and signals form both intracellular and extracellular

space [17].

1.1.4.1 Sarcomeric Cytoskeleton

A sarcomere represents the basic contractile unit of cardiomyocytes, approximately

2.2µm long, and consists of thin and thick filaments confined between two Z disks

(figure 1.3). The thin filaments are composed by the proteins complex of actin, α-

tropomiosin, C-,I-,T-troponins. Actin is a globular proteins that in the sarcomere is

arranged in two tangled chains at which the thick filaments attach. Tropomyosin is

connected to actin strands, stabilising them and preventing their depolymerisation.

Troponin binds to tropomyosin with its sub-unit T, and has an affinity for both Ca2+

and actin. The sub-unit C binds to Ca2+ during the excitation-contraction coupling

and the sub-unit I to the actin, suppressing the actin-thick filament interaction. The

thick filaments consist of several hundreds of myosin molecules, associated in a parallel

array. Myosin consist of two heavy globular chains and two pairs of light chains, which

coil around each other to forms dimers. The globular heads bind to the actin, forming

cross-bridges between the thick and the thin filaments. Myosin heads bind also to an

enzyme that hydrolyses ATP, required for actin-myosin cross- bridge formation and that

provides the energy for the filaments sliding, as described later.

Several sarcomeres connected in series form myofibrils that run along the longitudinal

axis of the cardiomyocytes. The Z disks connect myofibrils and transfer the contractile

force into costameres, sub-sarcolemmatic structures that communicate with the ECM.

In the Z disks proteins such as α-actinin hold together and stabilise the thin filaments

of parallel sarcomeres.

The sarcomere is divided in three zones and this partition is displayed in figure 1.3:

A-band, is the area where actin and myosin filaments overlap and contains the entire

length of a single myosin; I-band, is the zone where actin is not superimposed by myosin;

H-band, consist of the part where myosin is not superimposed by actin. Within this

band the M-line is where the myosin filaments are connected.

Actin and myosin filaments maintain their respective positions through to a protein

named titin, also known as connectin. It binds the α-actinin and crosses half sarcomere

until the M-line. It also gives flexibility to the myofibril, acting as a spring and takes

part in the recovery of sarcomere initial length after contraction [17].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.3: Sarcomere structure: the arrangement of thin and thick filaments is illustrated [22]

1.1.4.2 Non-Sarcomeric Cytoskeleton

The filaments that are not involved in the sarcomeric contraction but support sub-

cellular structure, reorganise the cytoskeleton, regulate the topology of the cell mem-

brane, and propagate biochemical or mechanical signals are microtubules, intermediate

filament and non-sarcomeric actin fibers.

• Microtubules are very dynamic structures with multiple functions. They are

polymers constituted by α- and β-tubulin heterodimers and are localised mostly

around the nucleus along the longitudinal axis of cardiomyocytes. In healthy car-

diomyocytes the percentage of tubulin that is polymerised is only 30% whereas

the rest is in the cytoplasm in a non-polymerised form. Microtubules can modify

the cytoskeletal network by de-polymerising and re-polymerising rapidly. They

are responsible for the intracellular transport, acting as a substrate for motor pro-

teins that carry vesicles through the cells. They also have a structural function

connecting myofibrils to mitochondria, therefore contributing to cell stability. Mi-

crotubules are involved in biological processes that require a reorganisation of the

cytoskeleton such as mitosis in which they drag chromosomes to the edges of the

new forming cells. They may also remodel in response to extracellular stimuli. It

was reported that pressure overload hypertrophy is associated with microtubules

hyper-polymerisation, subsequantial increase of the polymerised tubulin in the cell
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and the viscosity of the cytoplasm [17]. A recent study in vitro showed that micro-

tubules can provide mechanical resistance to the cell through the interaction with

sarcomere and that they buckle during contraction and unbuckle during relaxa-

tion. This implies that microtubules are mechanically coupled to the sarcomeres

and that they can propagate forces throughout the cytoskeletal network [23]. In

summary microtubules, beside their structural and delivery function play a crucial

role in sensing both intracellular and extracellular forces.

• Actin filaments are also present outside the sarcomeres and they are softer than

the above mentioned microtubules. They form a network connecting the Z disk

through α-actinin with several parts of the costameres and intercalated disks. The

function of non-sarcomeric actin in cardiomyocytes is not clear, it may provide a

passive structural role to maintain the cell shape and anchor to other cytoskeleton

proteins [17, 24].

• Desmins are one type of intermediate filaments and they are necessary for the

structural integrity of cardiomyocytes to maintain cellular organelles in a specific

position. They are transversely distributed along the myofibril and connect the

nuclear membrane to the Z disks and the sarcolemma. The arrangement of desmins

is modified by external mechanical tension and affect nuclear functions such as gene

transcription [25].

The structure of non-sarcomeric cytoskeleton is sensitive to mechanical exogenous

and endogenous inputs. It is sensitive to environmental changes and is able to dynamic-

ally remodel to sustain the mechanical load. Thus, the cytoskeleton plays a central role

in the conversion of mechanical forces into biochemical or electrical signals (mechano-

transduction).

1.1.5 Cell-cell communication

The transmission of contractile forces and action potential from one cardiomyocyte to

another occurs at the intercalated disks through gap junctions, adherens junction and

desmosomes. Gap junctions mediate the chemical and electrical coupling of neighbour-

ing cells, whereas desmosomes and adheres junctions form the mechanical connections.

The latter are linked to actin cytoskeleton and to intermediate filaments [17].

• Desmosomes are molecular complex anchored to the desmins of connected cells.

They prevent the detachment of cells under contraction activity.

• Adherens junctions link to the actin fibers of the non-sarcomeric cytoskeleton

and provide a strong mechanical connection between cardiomyocytes. They serve

also as attachment points to myofibrils enabling the transmission of contractile
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

force between neighbouring cells. The adherens junctions in cardiomyocytes are

mainly composed of N-Cadherin which is a transmembrane protein that connects

cardiomyocyes, separating their membrane by 20 nm, at distances 0.2 - 0.5µm

apart [26]. Studies have demonstrated a possible role of cadherins as mechano-

sensors since they actively strengthened cell-cell junctions in response to traction

forces [27]. Thus adhesion junctions may be responsible for the bi-directional

transmission of cytoskeletal tension between cells via N-Cadherin. In neonatal car-

diomyocytes N-Cadherin is also localised in costameres, indicating the formation

of lateral cell-cell mechanical junctions that can sense mechanical stresses along

the transverse axis [28].

• Gap junctions directly connect two neighbouring cell forming a channel through

which metabolites, waters and ions (e.g. [Ca2+]) up to a molecular mass of 1000

Da can diffuse [29]. This allows electrical and metabolic coupling of cardiomyo-

cytes. They are formed by two adjacent hemi-channels (connexons) made of con-

nexins that connect the intracellular space of the neighboring cells. In ventricular

myocardium connexin 43 is predominant while connexin 45 is present only in the

endocardium [30]. In cardiomyocytes gap junctions are key structures for a proper

propagation of the electrical impulse which triggers the coordinated contraction of

connected cells. In immature cardiomyocytes gap junctions are distributed along

the whole periphery and during maturation localise with the intercalated disks to

ensure rapid conduction of action potential [31]. Disruption of this organisation is

associated with abnormal conduction and arrhythmias [32].

1.1.6 Cell-ECM communication

Cardiomyocytes communicate not only with other cells but also with the surrounding

network at which they are anchored. This communication is mediated by transmem-

brane integrin protein receptors which form focal adhesion complexes. Integrins are

dimers consisting of α and β-subunits and different combinations of these subunits

define the specificity of the receptors to the ECM components [33]. Integrins interact

inside the cell with the sarcomeres via proteins such as talin, vinculin, and α-actinin.

Extracellularly they attach to the ECM components such as collagen and fibronectin.

Changes in both composition of ECM and integrins expression are transmitted via cyto-

skeleton to the cell. Indeed, the integrins, besides providing structural support binding

the cells to the ECM, are involved in many cellular processes such as proliferation and

signaling depending on which type of integrins are expressed by myocytes [27].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 Cardiomyocytes Excitation-Contraction Coupling

The electrical activation of cardiomyocytes leads to a mechanical contraction through

activation of a [Ca2+]-dependent process . This process, known as excitation-contraction

coupling, is schematised in figure 1.4. The excitation-contraction coupling starts with

the membrane depolarisation at action potential activation. This leads to the opening

of voltage-gated L-type calcium channels, localised in the T-tubules, and to the influx

of [Ca2+]. [Ca2+] binds to a receptor (RyR) on the surface of the sarcoplasmic reticulum

(SR), an intracellular membrane network that regulates the concentration of [Ca2+] in

the intracellular space. SR releases [Ca2+] increasing the amount of free ions in the cell.

[Ca2+] binds to the troponin-C (Tn) filament. This leads to a conformational change

in troponin-C that induces tropomyosin (Tm) to shift and expose the activated myosin

to actin allowing them to form a cross-bridge. After binding, myosin slides the actin

filament towards the centre of the sarcomere (power stroke). During relaxation the

[Ca2+] is then pumped back into the SR via an ATP-dependent pump (SERCA) and

expelled via sodium-calcium exchanger (NCX) [34].

Figure 1.4: Cardiomyocyte Excitation-Contraction Couplin. Figure taken by [34].

1.3 Mechanoelectrical Feedback

Besides the excitation-contraction coupling, mechanical loads also influence cardiac elec-

trical activity [35]. At cellular level a mechanical alteration in the extracellular envir-

onment (figure1.5) induces changes in the length and tension of cardiomycytes which

feedbacks the excitation that leads to control the contraction [36]. Cardiomyocytes are

continuously exposed to mechanical stresses and indeed several studies have character-

ised the response of cells to cyclic stretch. It has been shown that mechanical stretch
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alter action potential duration, conduction velocity and cellular orientation [5, 37]. As

already mentioned above, mechanoelectrical feedback has been characterised by apply-

ing stretching to the cells. However, during cardiac cycle cardiomyocytes are exposed

to other mechanical forces such as intramyocardial pressure and shear stress. The latter

arises from the relative slide of cardiac laminar sheets during cardiac cycle and from

interstitial fluid movement. The contribution of both pressure and shear stress remains

largely unstudied. Cardiac mechanoelectrical feedback is thought to have an important

role in pathological conditions. Alteration in cardiac mechanics at both organ and cellu-

lar level has been observed to promote gap junction remodeling increasing susceptibility

to arrhythmia [4].

Figure 1.5: Schematic view of electromechanical integration. Electrical activity (cardiac electro-
physiology dependent on ion currents, membrane potential ∆Vm, and action potential AP) induces
contraction (cardiac mechanics dependent on calcium) via excitation-contraction and mechanical loads
affect back cardiac electrophysiology via mechanoelectrical coupling. Electromechanical interactions
are modulated by biophysical environment and extra cardiac control systems. Figure taken by [38].

1.4 Left Ventricular Remodeling Post Myocardial Infarction

The acute loss of myocardium after an infarction is followed by dilatation of left vent-

ricle and changes in cardiac function. The death of cardiomyocytes and the modified

mechanical conditions trigger mechanisms mediated by intra- and extra-cellular signal-

ing such as inflammatory response, cell hypertrophy, and the formation of collagen scar.

This dynamic process is known as left ventricular remodeling and is divided into two

phases [39].

In early phase, within 72 hours after MI, the infarct zone expands and become thinner

because of the degradation of the collagen network that holds cardiomyocytes together

forming sheets. Thus, cells lose anchoring points with ECM that results in cardiomyo-

cytes slippage and loss of their normal parallel alignment [40]. Slippage of cardiomyo-
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cytes causes thinning and dilatation of the myocardial wall and an increase in systolic

wall stress that serve as a stimuli for hypertrophy in the non-infarcted cells [39]. Slip-

page leads also to the growth of interstitial space and consequently higher shear stresses

on the cells during cardiac contraction. Initially this is an adaptive response, but if

persists it results in an increase of neurohormonal activation [3], such as angiotensin II

and norepinephrine. This stimulates expression of contraction proteins which assembly

in new sarcomeres resulting in the elongation of cardiomyocytes [3, 41]. This stage of

remodeling involves alterations in ventricular architecture that is followed by an attempt

to distribute the increased wall stresses.

In the late phase of remodeling, named fibrosis, the released chemical factors such as

angiotensin II and tumor growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1), influence the function of the most

numerous cell type in the myocardium: the fibroblasts. Once activated by these chemical

factors, fibroblasts proliferate and migrate toward the damaged area. TGF-β1 is one of

several promoter of fibroblast differentiation into myofibroblasts. Myofibroblasts start

to synthetise an excess of collagen and other ECM proteins forming a scar. Unlike

Figure 1.6: Diagrammatic representation of pathophysiology of ventricular remodeling inspired by
work of Sutton and coworkers [39]
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fibroblasts, myofibroblasts express a contractile protein: α-smooth muscle actin (α-

SMA) [42]. This enable them to provide mechanical tension to remodel the ECM and

close the wound to reduce the scar size. The scar at the infarct site is form to stabilise

the wall stress and prevent further deformation. In figure 1.6 some of the factors involved

in both early and late stage of ventricular remodeling are illustrated.
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2 Materials and Methods

This chapter presents the materials and methods used to study the connectivity between

cardiomyocytes and/or fibroblasts and their viscoelastic properties in a cardiac fibrosis

model. Additionally, techniques employed to investigate the effect of shear stress on

laminar cardiac sheets are explained.

2.1 Cells Culture and Sample Preparation

2.1.1 Cell Culture Preparation

In this work I used monocultures of neonatal ventricular cardiomyocytes, cardiac fibro-

blasts and co-cultures with different percentage of these two cell types as a model system.

The cells were isolated from hearts of 1-2-day-old neonatal Wistar rats, provided from

animal care facilities of the Max Planck Institute for Experimental Medicine, Göttin-

gen, Germany. In order to isolate cardiomyocytes, the ventricles of the rat were minced

and enzymatically digested several times for 15 min at 37◦C with collagenase II (300 U

ml-1, Worthington, USA). For fibroblasts isolation, the cardiac tissue was digested with

0.05% (w/v) trypsin in 1 mM EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraaetic acid) in PBS (phos-

phate buffered saline) for 20 min at 37◦C together with glass pearls under constant

stirring. Afterwards, the fibroblasts were collected by centrifugation, diluted in cryop-

reserving medium consisting of 20% (v/v) DMSO (dymethylsulfoxide), 40% FCS (fetal

calf serum) and 40% Medium 1 (50% FCS, 50% fibroblasts culture medium) and stored

in liquid nitrogen. The frozen cells were thawed, plated on culture flasks and detached

from the substrate when the cell layer 70% of confluence using 1 mM EDTA in PBS for

5 min at 37◦C. After washing with PBS, the fibroblasts were collected by centrifugation.

Fibroblasts and freshly isolated cardiomyocytes were counted with a Neubauer-

improved counting chamber (Marienfeld, Germany) and then re-suspended in a culture

medium that we referred to as “Day 0-2” and re-suspended according to the required

cardiomyocytes/fibroblasts ratio for each experiment. The composition of culture media

used in this study are summarised in table 2.1
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Cell media composition

Culture medium “Day 0-2” Dulbeccos’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM)/F12
+ 10% Fetal Bovine Serum
+ 1% penicillin

Culture medium “Day 3” DMEM/F12
+ 6% Fetal Bovine Serum
+ 1% penicillin
+1%norepinephrine

Fibroblasts culture medium DMEM
+ 10% Fetal Bovine Serum
+ 1% penicillin
+1% L-Glutamin

Table 2.1: Composition of cell media used for preparation and cultivation

2.1.2 Substrates Coating and Cell Seeding

Cells were seeded on different substrates according to the different experiment and pro-

tocol. In this work I used round glass slides, for rheological measurements, µSlide VI0.4,

Sticky-Slide VI0.4 and ECIS flow arrays 1E for flow based assays. In order to promote

cell adhesion all the substrates were coated under sterile conditions with 0.02% gelatin

and 0.5% fibronectin (v/v%) [43] (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) and incubated at 37◦C for

at least 1-2 hours, before cells seeding. The different substrates, their functionalisation

and seeding procedures are listed below:

• Glass slides (3.5 cm, Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) were autoclaved,

placed into a petri dish (60 mm diameter), and incubated with 208µL of coating

solution. After washing the glass slides with fresh “Day 0-2” medium, cells were

seeded with a density of 5 × 105 cells/slide and kept for 5 days at 37◦C in 5%

CO2- humidified incubator until AFM-experiments (described in chapter 2.4.2).

The culture medium was daily exchanged and from the third day after seeding was

switched to a culture medium that we referred to as “Day 3”. Since the adhesion

times of cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts are different (3.5 h, 0.5 h, respectively) [43],

the samples for the assay with different ratios of cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts

were prepared by adding the fibroblasts 24 h after the seeding of cardiomyocytes.

This procedure avoids the formation of a cell double layer.

The substrates of the channels used for the flow assays were coated with the coating

solution by using a 1mL syringe. Two of such syringes were used as reservoir during

incubation to avoid evaporation.

• µ-Slide VI 0.4 Luer (400µm/100µL height/volume, Ibidi, Martinsried, Germany)

was used for both static and flow stimulated cell culture. 300µL of coating solu-
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tion was applied into the channels and incubated. The cell solution (5 × 105

cells/channel) was injected after 24 hours. For both static and flow stimulated

culture, the slides were kept in incubation for 5 days as described above for the

glass slides. At the end of the shear stress experiments cells were fixed and stained

as described in subchapter 2.1.3. Fibroblasts were added to the culture, as previ-

ously explained.

• sticky-Slide I 0.4 Luer (450µm/102.5µL height/volume, Ibidi, Martinsried, Ger-

many) was used in combination with Glass Coverslips D 263 M Schott (2.5 ×
7.5 cm, n = 1.523, Ibidi, Martinsried, Germany). The coverslips were autoclaved

before usage. The two parts were assembled together via a biocompatible double-

faced adhesive tape under sterile conditions, placed in a petri dish and incubated

overnight at 37◦C to improve the bonding. Once assembled, the slides were coated

and seeded according to the same procedure used for the µ-Slide VI 0.4 Luer. The

cells were then incubated in static conditions for 1 day before starting the shear

stress stimulation. Due to the optical properties of the glass, these slides were used

for Reflection Interference Contrast Microscopy (RICM) measurements.

• ECIS Flow Array 1E (400µm/100µL height/volume, Ibidi, Martinsried, Germany)

was used for impedance measurements. The electrodes inside the channel were

coated, seeded and incubated as explained for µ-Slide VI 0.4 Luer.

ECIS 8W1E array was used for impedance measurements of cardiomyocyte and fibro-

blast co-cultures by Jan Rother and Marco Tarantola. For more details about treatment

and cell seeding please see [43].

The cardiomyocytes/fibroblasts ratio seeded on the different substrates is shown fig-

ure 2.1.

2.1.3 Cell Staining

The cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts seeded on µ-Slides, kept under static conditions

or under flow stimulation, were fixed and subsequently stained using immunostain-

ing or fluorescent phallotoxins staining. The immunostaining was performed in order

to visualize alpha-actinin localised in the Z-disks of cardiomyocytes, vimentin in Fb,

α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) in myofibroblasts, and connexin-43/N-cadherin for

electrical/mechanical cell-cell connections. Fluorescent phallotoxins was used to stain

cell actin fibers. The procedure for cells fixation, permeabilisation and staining are

described below.
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Figure 2.1: Substrates and the respective seeded cardiomyocytes (CM)/fibroblasts (Fb) ratio. A:
Glass slides. B: µ-Slide VI 0.4 Luer, the channel was coloured in blue for the sake of visualisation. C:
ECIS Flow Array 1E, the channel was coloured in blue for the sake of visualisation. D: sticky-Slide I
0.4 Luer (upper part) and Glass Coverslips D 263 M Schott (lower part).E: ECIS 8W1E array.

2.1.3.1 Fixation and Permeabilisation

Before staining, cells were fixed by incubating 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyle (PFA) in

PBS for 15 min at RT. After washing twice with PBS, the cell membranes were per-

meabilised to enable dyes or antibodies to reach the intracellular space and stain the

structures. Two different permeabilisation procedures were used for immuno- and fluor-

escent phallotoxins staining. The former was performed by adding 0.1% Triton-X-100

for 20 min at RT, then washing for 30 min at RT with a blocking buffer containing 5%

FCS in 0.02% Tween 20. Later, PBS was added to block unspecific binding of the an-
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tibodies to non-target structures and reduce background staining. For the latter, 0.1%

Triton-X-100 was added to the cells for 5 min at RT and then washed with PBS twice.

Before adding the staining solution, the cells were pre-incubated for 30 min with PBS

containing 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA).

2.1.3.2 Immunostaining

After blocking unspecific binding, cells were incubated overnight at 4◦C with a primary

antibody, which specifically recognises the target structures. After washing twice with

PBS, a secondary fluorophore-labeled antibody, which binds to the primary antibody,

was applied and stored for 45 min in the dark at RT. Afterwards cells were washed

two times with PBS. For double or triple co-staining of different structures inside the

cells, the procedure just described was repeated each time using secondary antibodies

labeled with different fluorophores. The antibodies used in this work and their concen-

trations are listed in table 2.2. To easily distinguish cardiomyocytes from fibroblasts,

the fluorophores on the secondary antibodies were chosen in a way to avoid spectral

overlap. Cardiomyocytes were stained with anti-α-actinin conjugated with DyeLight-

488, fibroblasts with vimentin and α-SMA conjugated with DyeLight-648, Connexin 43

and N-Cadherin with DyeLight-549. Finally the DNA/nuclei were stained by adding 4,6

diamidino-2-phenyindole (DAPI, Sigma-Aldrich, Seelze) at a concentration of 1µg/mL

to the cells for 20 min at RT and washed twice with PBS.

Antibody Type Species Supplier Dilution

Anti-α-actinin primary mouse Sigma-Aldrich 1:150
Anti-vimenti primary mouse Sigma-Aldrich 1:200
Anti-α-SMA primary mouse Sigma-Aldrich 1:400
Anti-N-Cadherin primary mouse Sigma-Aldrich 1:100
Anti-Connexin 43 primary mouse Sigma-Aldrich 1:150
DyeLight-488 secondary goat Vector, Laboratories Inc. 1:150
DyeLight-549 secondary goat Dianova, Jackson Immuno research Lab 1:150
DyeLight-648 secondary goat Vector, Laboratories Inc. 1:150

Table 2.2: Antibodies used for immunostaining protocols

2.1.3.3 Fluorescent Phallotoxin Staining

The staining solution was obtained by diluting 5µL of fluorescent Alexa-Fluo-488-

phallotoxins (Invitrogen, UK) stock solution (6.6µM), previously prepared as suggested

by the supplier, in 200µL of PBS and adding 1% BSA, to reduce nonspecific background

staining, for 30 min at RT. 300µL of staining solution was injected into µ-Slide VI 0.4

with permeabilised cardiomyocytes. After washing twice with PBS the cell nuclei were

stained as explained above.
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2.2 Fluid Flow Stimulation

To study the effect of the flow on the cells, a continuous laminar shear stress was applied

to the monolayer. The setup and the experimental procedure are explained below.

2.2.1 Physiological Shear Stress in vitro Estimation

Under physiological conditions neonatal ventricular cardiac myocytes are subjected to

a shear stress that can be estimated using the simple Couette flow model [9]. According

to the model, the shear stress on cardiomyocyte monolayers is generated by the relative

movement of myocardial laminar sheets (figure 2.2) and interstitial flow during each

contraction. One of two parallel plates, separated by fluid with viscosity µ and by

a distance h, is moving relative to the other with constant velocity U0 generating a

shear stress σ. Neglecting pressure gradients and considering a constant velocity, the

Navier-Stokes equations can be simplified to

d2u

dy2
= 0 (2.1)

where y is a spatial coordinate perpendicular to the plates, u(y) the velocity distribution

and u(0) = 0 and u(h) = U0 are the boundary conditions. Integrating twice with respect

to y the velocity profile is given by

u(y) = U0
y

h
(2.2)

The shear stress generated is

σ = µ
du(y)

dy
= µ

U0

h
. (2.3)

A laminar unit a is defined as half of the height of each laminar sheet containing in

between an interstitial gap h filled a fluid of viscosity µ=3.5 cP [44], as shown in figure

2.2. The shear strain is related to the height of the laminar unit a and the laminar

shear motion b by the following formula

εs =
1

2
εsl =

1

2
tan(θ) =

1

2

b

a
(2.4)

where εsl is the engineering shear strain and θ the angle in between. By using literature

values of the shear strain εs= 0.15 [45], the thickness of the cardiac laminae (20µm)
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Figure 2.2: Scheme of myocardial sheets for shear stress calculation. Left: Schematic representation
of myocardial laminar sheets separated by interstitial fluid. Right: Simplified illustration of interstitial
fluid included between two cardiac lamina representing the Couette model used to calculate the shear
stress on a defined laminar unit. The thickness of a laminar unit is a, that moves relatively to an other
one with velocity b/t.

and interstitial gap h =6.5µm [9] one can calculate the height of the laminar unit

a = 1/2(20) + 6.5 + 1/2(20) = 26.5µm. This can be used to extract the value of b =

2aεs = 7.95µm. The plate velocity U0 is obtained using the ratio between the laminar

shear motion and the time t during each contraction (systole)

U0 =
b

t
(2.5)

Assuming that the cardiac cycle is equally divided in systole and diastole, the systolic

time for isolated neonatal cardiac myocytes whose beating frequency equal to 2.1 Hz [43],

is 0.5 s. Finally the shear stress is given by

σ = 0.17 dyn cm2 (2.6)

2.2.2 Setup

Shear stress was applied to primary ventricular cardiac myocytes by an air-driven con-

tinuous flow pump system (Ibidi, Martinsried, Germany). This perfusion system consists

of 3 parts as shown in the top of figure 2.3:

• Fluidic Unit (A) holds the gas permeable tubes and the fluidic reservoirs. It

provides unidirectional constant flow by using two electrically controlled switch

valves. The working principle is as follows: Air pressure is applied to one of the

reservoirs filled with medium. This pushes the fluid in one direction while the

pinch valves squeeze two of the four tubes inserted into the slots as shown in the

scheme in figure 2.3. After a defined period of time, the air pressure is applied

to the second reservoir, the squeeze tubes are released, and the valves pinch the

other two tubes. In this way the direction of the flow in the the flow chamber is
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Figure 2.3: Perfusion set up.Top image Picture of single parts of the perfusion system: (A) fluidic
unit, (B) air pressure pump , (C) Computer with pump controller software. Bottom image Scheme
of the principles of flow generation (Ibidi Manual): air pressure is applied to one of the two reservoirs
while the other is connected to ambient air pressure and flow is generated in the µ- Slide channel (State
1). Switching valve V1, air is pumped in the reservoir B and clamping off two branches of the Perfusion
Set, the medium is pumped back to reservoir A (State 2). This scheme was taken from the Ibidi Pump
System Instruction, page 51.
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maintained. This allows one to apply a continuous laminar unidirectional shear

stress for long time exchanging the fluid between the two reservoirs, avoiding the

waste of medium. .

• Pump (B) controls the switching times of the electric valves and pumps air into

the Fluidic Unit. This air is collected from the incubator in order to maintain the

gas concentration inside the reservoirs. To protect the pump from the humidity

coming from the incubator, the air is filtered using a drying bottle containing Silica

beads.

• Pump controller (C) is the user interface to set the experimental parameters.

2.2.3 Experimental Procedure

The cells were exposed to a continuous laminar flow for 24 h after seeding into a flow

chamber, chosen according to the type of experiment. In order to investigate the ef-

fect of various shear stresses, tubes with different diameters were used for the experi-

ment. Tubing, fluidic chambers and the values of the applied shear stresses are listed

in table 2.3. Tubing and medium were left one night before starting the experiment

at 37◦C in 5% CO2-humidified incubator before the experiment in order to equilibrate.

Since the silicone tubes are permeable to gas and their permeability depends on the tem-

perature, this process avoids air bubbles formation in the tubing due to rapid change

from RT to 37◦C. This tubing was mounted on the Fluidic Unit under sterile conditions

in a flow hood and filled with the medium. Any air bubbles present were removed from

the tubes and then the substrates with cells were carefully connected to the perfusion

system avoiding the entrapment of further bubbles. The Fluidic Unit was placed in

incubator and kept inside for the entire experiment. In case this was not possible, for

example while recording cells behaviour under a microscope, only the fluidic chamber

with cells was kept at 37◦C in 5% CO2-humidified conditions. Before starting the flow

the following parameters were set in the pump control software:

• shear stress required for the experiment

• type of tubing

• type of substrate used

• viscosity of the medium at 37◦C (0.00072 dyn s/cm2)

• valves switching time (60 s).

Cells were sheared continuously upto for 108 h and for 24 h, 48 h, 72 h, according to the

experimental procedure described in the section 2.4.1.1. The medium was exchanged

daily and starting from the second day of stimulation medium “Day 0-2” was replaced

by medium “Day 3”.
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Shear Stress Tubes (Ibidi) Substrate
[dyn/cardiomyocytes2]

1.59
Perfusion Set white (ID 0.8 mm,

50 cardiomyocytes)
ECIS Flow Array 1E

4
Perfusion Set blue (ID 0.8 mm,

15 cardiomyocytes)
µ-Slide VI 0.4 Luer,

ECIS Flow Array 1E
Perfusion Set yellow-green (ID 1.6 mm,

50 cardiomyocytes)
sticky-Slide 0.4 Luer

6
Perfusion Set blue (ID 0.8 mm,

15 cardiomyocytes)
ECIS Flow Array 1E

Table 2.3: Values of shear stress applied to cells, type of tubes and substrates used in different
experiments.

2.3 Electric cell-substrate impedance sensing (ECISTM)

ECIS is a non-invasive quantitative technique to characterise morphological changes

and cell passive biological properties of adherent cellular monolayers [46]. The complex

impedance Z of the cell monolayer is measured by applying an alternating current

(1µA) at varying frequencies between a small working electrode and a larger counter

electrode. The electrical connection between the electrodes is provided by the cell

culture medium above the insulating cell layer. The frequency dependent impedance

of the cell monolayer provides information about cell-cell connectivity, cell-substrate

distance and membrane properties. At low frequencies the current is forced to flow

underneath the cells and in the intercellular space, at high frequencies, it can pass

through the cells.

In this work, ECIS was used to investigate the effect of high shear stress on morpho-

logical and functional changes of cardiac cell monolayers over the time as well as, the

effect of shear stress on cardiomyocytes/fibroblasts co-cultures contractility.

2.3.1 Cellular Impedance Modelling

The monolayer-electrode-medium system can be described by an equivalent circuit as

shown in figure 2.4A. By using this simple physical model [47] one can distinguish the

effect of different cellular properties on the overall impedance. The contribution of a

cell-free electrode covered by electrolyte (cell medium) is modelled with a constant phase

element (CPE) in series with an Ohmic resistor Rbulk. The impedance spectra as a func-

tion of frequency for a cell-free and an cell-covered electrode are shown in figure 2.4D.

When cells adhere onto the electrode, the impedance of the system increases due to the

frequency-dependent contribution Zc by the cellular layers. At low frequencies, the im-

pedance Zc is dominated by the capacitance of the cell membrane Cm and therefore the

current is forced to flow underneath the cells and in the intracellular space. Whereas,
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Figure 2.4: Working principles of ECIS. A: Schematic illustration for a cell-covered gold electrode.
The cell layer frequency- dependent impedance is given by two spatially different current pathways: at
lower frequencies the current flows underneath the basal cellular membrane and through the intercellular
gaps between cells [→], at high frequencies the current passes through the cell [→]. At intermediate
frequencies the current uses both pathways with different ratios. B: Schematic representation of the
model developed by Giaever and Keese (1991) and modified by Lo et al. The cells shape is assumed to
be a rectangle with two half disks at the extremities. Frequency- dependent impedance contributions
results from three parameters. Rb, describing the intercellular current path and quantifying cell-cell
connectivity. α accounts for the impedance rising from the cell-substrate cleft and depends on the cell-
electrode distance. Cm is the capacitative contribution of the cellular membrane. C: Equivalent circuit
model for cell-covered electrode defined by the impedance contribution of the naked electrode (red) and
of the adherent cells (blue). The cell-free electrode is described by a constant phase element (CPE)
in series with the resistance of the medium Rbulk. D: Impedance spectra as function of frequency for
cell-free (red) and cell-covered (blue) electrode.

at high frequencies, Cm is shortcutted and Zc arises from two resistive elements: Rb

(barrier resistance) measure of the cell-cell contact density, and α that is proportional

the cell-substrate distance. In this case, the current can pass through the cell. The

model that was used to calculate the cell-covered specific impedance Zc (impedance per

unit area) as a function of frequency, assumes the cell shape to be rectangular with half

disk on each end [48]. The frequency dependent Zc is given by:

Zc = (Zn + Zm)

[
1 +

(
LW

LW + π
4
ω

)( 2Zm
Zn

γW coth(γW
2

) + 2Rrec
b ( 1

Zn
+ 1

Zm
)

)

+

(
πW 2

4

LW + πW 2

4

)(
2Zm
Zn

γW
2

I0(γW/2)
I1(γW/2)

+ 2Rdisk
b ( 1

Zn
+ 1

Zm
)

)]
, (2.7)
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γ =

[
ρ

h

(
1

Zn
+

1

Zm

)] 1
2

(2.8)

where W is the cell width, L is the cell length and ρ is resistivity of the bulk cell culture

medium. I0 and I1 are modified Bessel function of the first kind of order 0 and 1. Zn

represents the specific impedance of the cell-free electrode modeled by CPE, that is a

non-ideal capacitor, characterised by two adjustable parameters n and A. Zn behaves

like an ideal resistor when n = 0 and like an ideal capacitor with a capacitance equal

to A, whereas it shows both resistive and capacitive behaviour for values of n between

0 and 1.

Zn =
1

(iω)nA
(2.9)

Zm describes the specific membrane impedance of the cells with Cm the average capa-

citance of both apical and basal cell membrane:

Zm =
1

iωCm
(2.10)

The cell-covered specific impedance depends on two parameters: α, related to the

average height between basal cell membrane and the substrate,

α =
γW

2

(
1

Zn
+

1

Zm

)− 1
2

=
1

2
W
(ρ
h

)1/2
(2.11)

and the barrier resistance between cells Rb, obtained from the contribution of the current

passing through the two geometrically separated cell areas (rectangular and disk)

Rrec
b =

4L
W

+ 2π
4L
W

+ π
Rb (2.12)

and

Rdisk
b =

2L
W

+ π
4L
W

+ π
Rb (2.13)

By fitting the equation 2.7 to the experimental data using least-square algorithm,

the model parameters Rb, Cm and α were quantified.
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2.3.2 Setup and Experimental procedure

The cellular monolayer impedance was measured with an ECIS setup ZΘ (Applied Bio-

physics, Troy, NY,USA) and a Flow Array 1E electrode chamber. The eight measuring

electrodes with diameter of 250µm, equally spaced along the 50 mm flow channel, were

coated and seeded with cells, as explained previously in section 2.1.1. The chambers

were connected to the perfusion system, placed in a holder, and kept at 37◦C in 5% CO2-

humidified conditions. In order to detect defects in the array, test measurements were

performed for few minutes with single frequency/time mode (SFT) at 4 KHz. This fre-

quency provides the best signal to noise ratio. The functional or morphological changes

in cellular monolayers under the effect of shear stress were monitored by collecting the

time course impedance in two different modes.

Monitoring cellular contractile motion

Fast impedance fluctuations due to the spontaneous beating of cardiomyocytes were

measured in rapid time collect (RTC) mode for 2 min at 4 kHz with a sampling frequency

of 28 Hz. Data was recorded every 24 h before the medium was exchange. This avoid

measurement artifacts due to temperature jumps while opening the incubator door or

flow interruptions.

Monitoring Cellular morphological changes

In order to study the response of the cells upon shear stress, the impedance of cell covered

electrodes was measured with multiple frequency/time (MFT) at eleven frequencies

ranging from 62.5 to 64 000 Hz (62.5 Hz, 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz,

4000 Hz, 8000 Hz, 16 000 Hz 32 000 Hz, 64 000 Hz). The time resolution of the MFT

mode was ∼ 2.6 min for a sequential measurement of sixteen electrodes (two flow arrays

with 8-electrodes each). The measured impedance values at the 11 frequencies were

used to obtain Rb, Cm and α.

The impedance of the cell monolayer was continuously measured in MFT-mode for a

duration of 24 h until 108 h to allow a daily cell medium exchange. The shear stress was

applied approximately 30 min - 40 min after the beginning of the measurement on the

first day. Before exchanging the medium, measurements in MFT-mode were interrupted

and the contractile motion of the cells was recorded. Afterwards, the fluid stimulation

was paused to allow the medium exchange and then the MFT impedance monitoring

was restarted.

2.3.3 Impedance Analysis

The measured data were analysed by different methods to study the effect of shear

stress on cells contractility (functionality) or on cell-cell/cell-substrate junctions and
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cell shape (morphology).

Contractile motion analysis

Spontaneous cells beating frequency was obtained from the real part of the cell mono-

layer complex impedance, recorded with RTC-mode, using Fast Fourier transformation

(FFT). One can use the FFT to derive the power spectral density (PSD) which contains

the amplitudes of the frequencies the signal is composed of. Since cardiac cells, seeded

on measuring electrodes, contract with a certain beating rate, the current arising from

underneath the basal membrane consequently change its amplitude due to the move-

ment, generating periodic fluctuations in the complex impedance. By performing the

PSD analysis on the recorded real part of the impedance the beating frequency was

extracted from the position of the first peak. If the cells were not beating, no clear peak

was detected in the PSD, indicating no periodicity in the signal. Statistical significance

was determined by Wilcoxon Rank Test or t-test. Differences were considered signific-

ant at P < 0.05.

Analysis of cellular morphological changes

In order to analyse the dynamics of the short-term response of the cell to the flow onset,

the real part of the mean of the time-course impedance at 4 kHz was normalised to the

data collected before the flow onset. Within a defined temporal window of 3 h, (t0−0.5,

t0 + 2.5), where t0 is the the time of the flow onset, ZRenorm@4 kHz was fitted, using a

custom-written MATLAB program, with a combination of exponential and linear rise

terms, as given below

ZRenorm@4 kHz =

c− ae−
(t−t0)
τ + b(t− t0), if t > t0

c− a, if t ≤ t0
(2.14)

where t0 and τ are fitting parameters and a, b, c linear coefficients. t0 and τ which

represents the time constant of the exponential rise, are obtained by minimising the

least-square error between the fitted and experimental data. The errors of the para-

meters were determined with a Bootstrapping approach. The exponential rise mimics

the immediate and fast cell response to the shear stress onset, while the linear term

models the later and slower response. τ , corresponding to the time ZRenorm@4 kHz needs

to reach ∼63% of the exponential fit asymptote, was used to describe the dynamics of

the response of the system to the applied shear stress.

To obtain the ECIS parameters Rb, Cm, α, the experimental data were compared

to the model described in section 2.3.1 using a fitting algorithm based on least square
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analysis. The determined Rb, Cm and α values from the impedance spectra at a time

point were used as initial guess values for the subsequent time point. In this way, the

parameters were obtained as functions of time. The resistance of the bulk cell medium

which is not included in Zc in equation 2.7, was defined by the constriction resistance
ρπr2

4r
, with ρ= 54 Ω cm, r= 125µm. Additionally, we usedCn =12µFcm−2, and n= 0.95

for modeling the impedance of the naked electrode. Cell size was measured from con-

focal micrographs by Dr. Claudia Richter (Max Planck Institute for Dynamics and

Self-Organization, Göttingen, Germany): W=22µm, L= 46µm [43]. Statistical signific-

ance was determined by Wilcoxon Rank Test or T-test to compare values of the model

parameters at different shear stress. Differences were considered significant at P values

less than 0.05 (∗P < 0.05, ∗ ∗ P < 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗P < 0.001)

2.4 Microscopy

In this work, confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) was used to quantify cellular

connectivity under different fibrotic conditions and to evaluate fiber orientation due to

stimulation with shear stress extended over time, as will be explained in section 2.4.1.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was employed to characterise cardiac fibrosis rheolo-

gical properties 2.4.2. Reflection interference contrast microscopy (RICM) 2.4.3, was

used to determine the effect of shear stress on cell-substrate contact area and cell-

substrate distance optically, and to correlate these observations with the impedance

spectroscopy results. All the microscopes and objectives used are listed in table 2.4.

Microscope Microscopy Objectives
(type, magnification,

aperture)

FluoView1000
(Olympus, Tokyo, Japan)

CLSM 60× / 1.35 Oil

MFP-3DTM

(Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA, USA)

with
AFM

IX 51
(Olympus, Tokyo, Japan)

Phase contrast 60× / 0.75

IX 83
(Olympus, Tokyo, Japan)

RICM UApoN 100× / 1.4/ Oil

Table 2.4: Microscopes, specifications and objective used.
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2.4.1 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy

Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) produces sharp focused images by scanning

a focused excitation beam through the fluorescently labeled sample. The out of focus

blur due to the contribution of the light from specimen above and below the focal plane

is rejected with the help of a pinhole. CLSM has a lateral resolution on the order

of λ/2 which allows one to record small details within a thin section of the sample

with high contrast. The focused excitation beam is scanned across the sample with

the help of multiple mirrors to generate a 2D-image. Acquiring a series of 2D images

at different positions along the z-axis by scanning the sample along the z-axis, the

three-dimensional structure of the sample can be imaged. In this work, CLSM was

mainly employed to image 2D sections of fixed cultures of cardiomyocytes-fibroblasts

mixtures after immunostaining and shear stress stimulated cardiomyocytes cultures after

phalloidin staining.

2.4.1.1 Experimental Procedure

2D micrographs of cardiac myocytes and fibroblasts co-cultures with different fibroblast

fractions (0%, 20%, 50%, 80%) were acquired using a CLSM based on an inverted

microscope in order to quantify cellular connectivity under fibrotic conditions. The cells

seeded on µ-Slides were cultivated in static conditions for 5 days and fourfold stained

as explained in section 2.1.3.2. Images from eight different regions along the 50 mm-

channel were acquired on an Olympus FluoView 1000 microscope (Olympus GmbH,

Germany) using a 60 X oil, N.A. 1.35 objective (Olympus, Germany). The excitation

was performed using a sequential line scanning mode. Lasers of wavelength 488 nm

and 649 nm were used together first, followed by the excitation using the wavelengths

549 nm and 405 nm (DAPI) in order to image the cellular structures labeled with four

colors as described in section 2.1.3.2. In this way, the cross talk between the spectral

channels was minimized. A pinhole of size 100µm was used to reject the out of plane

fluorescence. The fluorescence was recorded in a region of interest of 512×512 pixels

in a camera that contains 1024×1024 pixels. These experimental parameters were kept

constant for all the experiments.

In order to study the time course of actin fibers orientation under shear stress, 2D-

images of cells stained with Alexa-Fluor-488-phallotoxins were recorded. The sheared

cells and controls were fixed and stained (section 2.1.3.3) 24 h, 48 h, 72 h, 108 h after the

onset of the flow. In this case, an excitation wavelength of 488 nm and a camera with

1024×1024 pixels were used.
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2.4.1.2 Quantification of cellular connectivity

The cell-cell connectivity via junction proteins was analyzed on the images acquired

using the CLSM with a custom written Python (www.python.org) program. First, we

count the number of cells of each type in the image in order to match with the ratio of

the designed co-culture. Only those images that show the number of cells close to the set

ratio were used for the connectivity analysis. The program was written by Fabian Knoch

(Max Planck Institute for Dynamics and Self-Organization, Göttingen, Germany). The

schematic representation of the working principle of the program is shown in figure 2.5.

Let us give three different colors to the visualized items. Cardiomyocytes appear green,

fibroblasts red and the junction proteins connexin 43/N-cadherin appear yellow. The

program detects yellow pixels that share a border with red/green or both red and green

pixels and creates a binary matrix. After binarization, yellow pixels are identified and

the algorithm counts the number of neighbouring red and green pixels. The counting

is done upto N nearest neighbour pixels. This parameter depends on the pixel size

and the imaging resolution. For our discussion, let us consider N = 1, as shown in the

figure. Yellow pixels close to the edge of the image (edge-N) are neglected. Each yellow

Figure 2.5: Algorithm for cell connectivity quantification. Schematic illustration to detect green
(cardiomyocytes), or red (fibroblasts), or both surrounding a yellow pixel (representative of cell junction
proteins). N is the number of neighbouring pixels analysed per single yellow pixel. The sum of green
and red surrounding pixels is compared first with a background threshold. Pixels with values higher
than the background threshold are compared with a specific color threshold.
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pixel is assigned two values: one representing the number of neighbouring red pixels,

and the second giving the number of neighbouring green pixels divided by the total

number of neighbouring pixels. Finally the algorithm calculates the sum of both green

and red values and compares it to a background threshold parameter. If the sum is

lower, the yellow pixel will be set to zero. This means that there are not enough red or

green pixels next to the yellow ones. In this way, single noisy pixels and unspecifically

bound dye are excluded. If the sum is larger, the green and red value is individually

compared with a colour threshold parameter. The yellow pixel is considered in between

two cardiomyocytes if the green value is larger than the color threshold, and similarly in

between two fibroblasts if the red value is larger. If no individual value (red or green) is

bigger than the threshold, the yellow pixels is considered between cardiomyocyte and a

fibroblast. For the analysis of the connectivity between cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts.

In these experiments, N was set to 5.

2.4.1.3 Analysis of fibers orientation

Image analysis of actin fibers was performed in close collaboration with Dr. Narain

Karedla (Third Institute of Physics-Biophysics, Georg-August-University, Göttingen,

Germany), who implemented the fiber orientation analyser program. Fluorescence in-

tensity images of labeled actin fibers obtained from the CLSM are read into MATLAB.

Figure 2.6(A) shows an exemplary image of raw data as acquired from the microscope,

without any further modifications. The distribution of the orientation of the labeled

fibers can be done conveniently using a Fourier transform approach. The linearity and

rotation properties of the Fourier transform (FT) were used. Linearity means that the

FT of a superimposition of multiple images is identical to the summation of FTs of indi-

vidual images. The rotation property implies the fact that when the image is rotated by

an angle θ, the FT in the Fourier space gets rotated by the same angle. The FT of a line

will have components in directions orthogonal to it. In this way, the FT is composed

by the orientation information corresponding to all the measured fibers. Studying the

angular distribution of the components in the FT directly gives the required orientation

distribution. Restricting the discussion to square images (equal rows and columns), the

orientation quantification is done by using the following steps:

1. Padding: The raw data, typically of size 1024×1024, were placed at the center

of a matrix of twice its dimensions (2048×2048 pixels). This matrix was padded

with the mean intensity of the raw data.

2. Windowing: This padded image was then multiplied with a modified 4-term

Blackman-Harris window which is equal to unity in the center 1024×1024 pixels

[49]. The rows and columns of the padded image are multiplied by this function

giving rise to a windowed image as shown in Figure 2.6(B). Windowing is done
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Figure 2.6: Image analysis for determining the orientation distribution of the labeled actin fibers.
(a) exemplary image; (b) windowed image using a 4-term Blackman-Harris window; (c) 2D-FFT image
of (b); (d) Butterworth filter applied to the Fourier image (c); (e) polar plot showing the normalized
fiber orientation distribution in (a) fitted with an ellipse; and (f) back calculated image showing fibers
around the direction of the orientation maximum. For reference, a blue dotted circle representing the
probabilty for completely random orientation of fibers is shown in (e).

generally to reduce spectral leakage, which is an intrinsic problem while using

discrete/fast Fourier transform algorithms [50]. The window used here does not

effect the intensity information in the raw data as can be seen from the figure.

Following this, the FT is computed, and the image 2.6(C) shows the 2D-plot of the

absolute values.

3. Radial Band-Pass Filtering: The center of the FT image contains low frequency

information due to background fluctuations in the image and the finite image size

used for the analysis. The high frequency components are dominated by shot noise

and edges of the image. In order to remove such noise and undesired high- and

low-frequency components, the FT was weighted with a fourth-order Butterworth

low-pass and sixth-order Butterworth high-pass filters, respectively. The net filter

can be written as:

F (fr) =
1− βfr

(1 + (fL/fr)12][1 + (fr/fH)8])1/2
(2.15)

where fr is the normalized radial frequency, fL and fH are the low-pass and high-
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pass cutoff frequencies, respectively, and β is a constant that controls the slope of

the filter function at intermediate frequencies. It is absolutely flat for β = 0. In

these experiments, β = 0.7 was used, as reported earlier [49]. Figure 2.7 shows

the amplitudes of the radial band-pass filter used for the applications. The FT

is multiplied with this radial filter function to obtain the weighted amplitudes as

shown in Figure 2.6(D).

Figure 2.7: Radial amplitude of a band-pass filter constituting a fourth-order Butterworth low-pass
and sixth-order Butterworth high-pass filters together, represented by equation 2.15. The values fL
and fH were set to 0.002 and 0.5, respectively.

4. Directional Integration: The amplitudes of the weighted FT are summed for

sectors with widths of 2◦ to 5◦ individually for various orientations of center angle

from the y-axis (FT components along the y-axis represent the fibers oriented

along the x-axis, and so on). A polar plot of the normalized distribution of the

summed amplitudes for the central angles is shown in Figure 2.6(E). This shows

the normalized probability distribution of the orientation of the fibers in the raw

image.

5. Ellipse Fitting: A completely random orientations of fibers will show up as a cir-

cular distribution as shown in Figure 2.6(E) by the blue-dotted circle. Therefore,

any directed orientation of the fibers will lead to a symmetric bimodal distribution

with elongation parallel to the net orientation. In order to determine the orient-

ation of the elongation and quantify the orientation factor, the distributions were

fitted with an ellipse as shown in the same figure. The rationale behind fitting an

ellipse is that it is equivalent to resolving the second order principal moments (or

components of a 2D-gyration tensor) for the symmetric bimodal distributions that
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will be obtained during such orientation analysis. The eccentricity e of the fitted

ellipse (
√

1− (b/a)2) can be used as a quantity to estimate the orientation factor,

where a and b are the major and minor radii, respectively. For a completely ran-

dom distribution of orientations, e = 0, and for an ideal case of perfectly oriented

fibers e ≈ 1. The direction of the major axis is the direction of orientation θmax.

The eccentricity characterizes the orientation factor. It can, for example, be used

to get an estimate of the half-angle θerr from θmax within which 67% of the fibers

are oriented using the following equation

θerr = tan−1
[√

1− e2 tan

(
πAerr

2

)]
(2.16)

where Aerr is the fraction of the fibers (in this case it is 0.67). Figure 2.8 shows

the calculated θerr. For e = 0 the θerr is 60◦ (for a circular distribution, this is

easy to understand since the area of two opposite sectors of 120◦ contribute to 2/3

the total area of the circle), and as e increases, the θerr goes to 0◦. In this work,

it was considered that an image shows well oriented fibers only if e ≥ 0.9, which

corresponds to a θerr ≤ 37◦.

Figure 2.8: Plot of θerr for various e at Aerr = 0.67.

2.4.2 Atomic force microscopy-based microrheology

Atomic force microscopy is a scanning probe technique extensively used for high resolu-

tion imaging and characterising the mechanical properties of the cells. The specimen is

scanned in the x-y directions with the help of a piezo stage while the vertical position

of a nanometer probe tip attached to a flexible cantilever is controlled by a another
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z-piezoelectric element. A laser beam is reflected from the head of the cantilever onto

a quadrant photodiode (QD). The deflection of the cantilever is measured by monitor-

ing the deflection of this reflected laser beam on the QD. QD signal is also used as a

feedback for determining the force or the height of the cantilever as shown in figure 2.9.

The sample is scanned either by holding the height of the z-piezoelectric element as

a constant or by using applying a constant force by controlling the deflection of the

cantilever.

Figure 2.9: Schematic drawing of AFM principle. The deflection of the cantilever induces changes in
the direction of the reflected laser beam and it is used by the position-sensitive photodetector (PSD)
to control, with a feedback circuit, the height of the probe.

The loading force F exerted by the cantilever is proportional to the spring constant

kc, the deflection x and is given by the Hooke’s law F = kc ·x. kc is measured by monit-

oring the thermal fluctuations using the relation kc ≈ kBT/ < x2 > (the proportionality

constant takes the geometry and the non-ideal behavior of the cantilever into account).

The elastic properties of the cells are obtained from the relation between F and the

indentation depth δ of the tip into the cell surface. The indentation depth δ can be

calculated from the net displacement of the z-piezoelectric element by subtracting the

deflection x. Due to the viscoelastic nature of the cells, they are able to store and

dissipate mechanical energy and their response to mechanical perturbations depends on

the speed at which the stimulus is applied. To study these microrheological charac-

teristics, Shroff and co-workers [51, 52] developed a technique whereby low amplitude

sinusoidal oscillations are applied after the cantilever tip indents the cell surface as

shown in figure 2.10.

The relation between force and indentation of a four-side pyramidal indenter ([53]),
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Figure 2.10: Schematic drawing of the AFM-based microrheology. The cantilever, once in contact
with the cell surface oscillates with small amplitude at different frequencies (left). Time course of force
during measurements: force increases sharply when the probe is in contact with the cell. Afterwards
the cantilever is made to oscillate at various frequencies (from low to high) with predefined amplitudes.
In the end, the force amplitude decreases when the cantilever withdraws from the cell surface. (right).

according to Hertz model, is

F =
3E tan θ

4(1− ν2)
δ2 (2.17)

where E and ν are the elastic modulus and the Poisson’s ratio of the cell, respectively. θ

is the half opening angle of the indenter. By neglecting the higher order terms from the

Taylor expansion and plugging in the relation G = E/2(1+ν) [52] in the above equation,

the complex shear modulus G∗ of the cell can be approximated with an expression in

the frequency domain, written as

G∗(ω) =
1− ν

3δ0 tan θ

F (ω)

δ(ω)
(2.18)

where F (ω) and δ(ω) represent the Fourier transform of F and δ at the angular frequency

ω, and δ0 is the initial indentation. Since the cantilever is subjected, both, to the force

applied to the cell and to the viscous friction due to its movement in the surrounding

liquid, the equation 2.18 can be corrected to yield

G∗(ω) =
1− ν

3δ0 tan θ

[
F (ω

δ(ω)
− iωb(0)

]
(2.19)

where iωb(0) represents the hydrodynamic drag forces and b(0) is estimated from non-

contact measurements [54]. The complex shear modulus is the summation of the storage

modulus G′ and the loss modulus G′′, accounting for stored elastic energy and dissipated

energy, respectively (G∗(ω) = G′(ω) + iG′′(ω)). The ratio of G′′ and G′ is defined as

loss tangent η, which represents the tangent of the phase shift between the force and
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indentation. It is an index of the viscoelastic behaviour of the cells: for η << 1 they

show a solid-like behaviour, and for η >>1 they behave as viscous liquids.

2.4.2.1 Setup and Experimental Procedure

AFM-based rheological experiments were performed with a MFP-3DTM (Asylum Re-

search, Santa Barbara, CA, USA), combined with a BioHeaterTM and placed on an

inverted microscope (Olympus IX 51). A C-microlever on a MLCT cantilever (Bruker,

Camarillo, USA) with spring constant 10 pN/nm was used for both force measure-

ments and imaging. First, the QD was calibrated by establishing the linear relation

between the photodiode current measured and the piezo z position. This was done

when the cantilever was in touch with an incompressible cell free glass surface. Second,

the spring constant of the cantilever was determined by measuring the thermal fluctu-

ations. Lastly, the hydrodynamic drag forces were estimated by oscillating the canti-

lever at various heights (200 nm, 400 nm, 600 nm, 800 nm, 1µm, 1.5µm, 2µm, 2.5µ,

3µm, and 3.5µm)(figure 2.11A). Calibration, hydrodynamic drag force records and

force measurements were performed at 37◦C (samples where pre-heated about 1h be-

fore to avoid fluctuations in cantilever deflections due to shifts of temperature) and with

HEPES free cell medium. Afterwards, the bare glass was replaced with samples seeded

with cardiomyocytes and/or fibroblasts, cultivated for 5 days, as previously explained in

chapter 2.1.1. Force maps and cell rheological properties were measured while the can-

tilever was oscillating around a given indentation depth with frequencies between 5 Hz

and 150 Hz (5 Hz, 20 Hz, 40 Hz, 60 Hz, 80 Hz, 100 Hz, and 150 Hz) at small oscillation

amplitudes (20 - 50 nm) using a built-in mode in the Asylum Research MFP software

([55]). For each force map (20 point × 20 point grid), 400 force-distance curves were

recorded for the area of interest. Thereafter, Blebbistatin (4µM) was added to cell cul-

ture with cardiomyocytes to arrest their contraction in order to acquire a height image

of the same area with contact mode. Force measurements were performed on multiple

areas on the same sample after the medium was exchanged.

2.4.2.2 Extraction of microrheological parameters

Data were processed using a MATLAB program ShearFM.m ([55]) written by Dr.

Jan Rother (Institute of Physical Chemistry, Georg-August-University, Göttingen, Ger-

many). In this program one can select the position within the measured force map for

analysing the force indentation curves. Once the data have been loaded, both excitation-

force response phase shift and the hydrodynamic drag transfer function, defined as

HD(ω) = FD(ω)/δ′(ω), were corrected. FD, δ′ and ω stand for the Fourier transforms

of the drag, the deflection, and the frequency of oscillation, respectively. First, the

experimental mean deviation between the excitation-force response phase shift and the
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theoretical shift for a Newtonian viscous fluid (90◦) were fitted linearly and the res-

ults subtracted from the difference of force oscillation and indentation depth (ϕF −ϕδ)
(figure 2.11B). After phase shift correction, experimental HD measured at different

tip-glass distances were used to estimate b(0), computing b(h) with HD = 2πωib(h)

(hydrodynamic drag correction) (figure 2.11C).

Figure 2.11: Schematic drawing of the hydrodynamic drag correction. (A)The cantilever is exited
with sinusoidal oscillations with frequencies from 5 Hz to 150 Hz at different tip-glass distances.(B)
Example of deviation from 90◦ phase shift between excitation-force response over frequency. (C) Drag
coefficient b(h) fit as function of tip-sample distance for extrapolation of b(0)

The force-indentation curves of the selected positions in the force map were analysed

to extract storage modulus G′, loss modulus G′′ and loss tangent η. In order to analyse

only the data measured on cells and avoid artifacts introduced by scanning the bare

glass substrate the positions were chosen overlapping each force map with the respective

AFM image. The calculated complex shear modulus G∗ was fitted with the power-law

structural damping model [52], interpreted as a particular case of soft glassy rheology. In

the model cells are treated as an active soft glassy material and the cellular cytoskeleton

as a network of structural elements that weakly interact and that are not permanently

attached to each other. Each element is trapped in energetic wells and needs to jump

out of the wells in order to deform. This occur when the system is perturbed by an

external force or there is an active motion induced by motor proteins. As result the cell

shift to either more fluid-like state, where the element are able to jump more between

energy wells, or to solid-like state, characterised by a reduced level of element agitation.

The power-law coefficient β describes how freely the elements of the cytoskeleton can

move: β = 0 is indicative of a completely elastic solid-like material and β = 0.5 of a

fluid-like state. The equation for the fit with the power-law structural damping model

is

G∗(ω) = G0(1 + i tan(
απ

2
)(
ω

ω0

)β + iωµ (2.20)

where β is the power-law coefficient, µ is the Newtonian viscosity of the cell, G0 and
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ω0 are scaling factors for stiffness and frequency, respectively. There parameters were

obtained from a non-linear least squares fitting algorithm.

2.4.3 Reflection Interference Contrast Microscopy

Reflection Interference Contrast Microscopy (RICM) is an optical microscopy technique

that allows one to measure the proximity of an object, for example a cell, to a glass

surface with a nanometer resolution. It uses the reflected light from glass/medium

and medium/cell membrane interfaces to create a 2-dimensional matrix of intensities.

The light, focused on the sample, is partially reflected at each interface because of

the different refractive indices. At the medium/cell membrane interface the phase of

the reflected light is shifted compared to the phase of the wave reflected from the

glass/medium interface, causing interferences and resulting in a pattern of bright/dark

pixels in the recorded image. The closer the cell is to the glass surface, the larger is the

phase shift of the medium/cell membrane reflected light, therefore larger interference

occurs and the pixels appear darker compared with the ones where the cell is further

away for the glass. In RICM, the intensity of the signal is a qualitative measure of the

height of the cell from the substrate. Due to its high axial resolution ∼ 5 nm, label

free nature, and the possibility of combining it with fluorescence microscopy, RICM is

highly suitable for studying the dynamics of adhesion in soft systems [56].

In this work, RICM was used to optically study the short-term effect of shear stress

on cardiomyocytes, especially to monitor the changes in cell-substrate distance and cell

contact area.

2.4.3.1 Setup and Experimental Procedure

RICM setup was installed on an inverted microscope equipped with a 100X oil immersion

objective (NA 1.4, UApoN, Olympus) with a built-in lambda-quarter plate. The light

from a halogen lamp was filtered at λ = 560 nm (MT-20 Light Source/Filter Wheel,

Olympus), then linearly polarized, reflected and circularly polarized by a polarizer,

semi-reflecting mirror and the lambda-quarter plate, respectively. After reflection at the

sample interface, the light is converted back to linear polarized and imaged by a CCD

camera (ORCA-Flash4.0, Hamamatsu). The microscope was enclosed in a custom-

built heating chamber (PeCon GmbH, Germany) and the sample was placed into a

CO2 controlled humidified frame inside the heating chamber. In order to investigate

cell adhesion dynamics under shear stress stimulation, cardiomyocytes were seeded on

sticky-Slide I 0.4 Luer flow channel combined with a glass coverslip, as explained in

section 2.1.2. The channel was connected to the flow system and placed under the

microscope, preheated at least 2 h before in order to minimise temperature-induced
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focus drift. A sequence of images was acquired for 24 h every 5 min with an exposure

time of 363 ms. After 6 to 8 images (30 min - 40 min) the shear stress was applied. In

order to ensure that the cell’s immediate response to the shear stimulation is recorded,

the flow was turned on just a few seconds before an image was captured. Cardiomyocytes

functionality, i.e., beating frequency, was verified after 24 h of flow stimulation.

2.4.3.2 Analysis of intensity and contact-area

Image analysis was performed to determine, both, the cell-substrate contact area and

its intensity distribution over the time in a time window of 3 h (30 min before and

2.5 h after the shear onset). Every 15 min in the defined time window, frames were

selected manually and analysed. In order to study the long-term effect of the shear

stress, the contact area evaluation was extended to 20 h and the images were selected

30 min before and 30 min, 1.5 h, 2.5 h, 3 h, 5.5 h 10.5 h, 15.5 h, and 19 h after the shear

onset. From each selected frame the boundary of the cells was defined manually. This

was done because the common cell segmentation or thresholding tools were found to be

ineffective to estimate the cell boundaries in a crowded co-culture. Cells whose parts

of the projected area disappeared from the field of view at any time during the time

window, were discarded from the analysis. Projected cell area (in µm) and intensity

histogram within the defined cell boundary were measured for each frame. The intensity

histogram was evaluated to obtain a qualitative estimate of the cell-substrate distance

over time when shear stress was applied. The brightness histogram is sensitive to

experimental artifacts, such as defocusing. In order to correct for brightness changes

that are not related to the cell-substrate distance variations, the brightest pixels in the

sequence of images were scaled to the brightest pixel of the frame recorded just before

the flow was applied. This was done using a custom written MATLAB program. By

using this brightness correction, the intensity changes of the pixels corresponding to the

cell indicate the effective cell-substrate distance variation over time.
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3 Results

3.1 Mechanoelectrical Coupling and Mechanics in a Cardiac

Fibrosis Model

This section presents the characterisation of electrical and mechanical coupling between

the cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts within an in vitro cellular model mimicking different

stages of fibrosis progression. An increasingly severe cardiac fibrosis can be reproduced

by varying the ratio of fibroblasts and cardiomyocytes in a co-culture. Mutual cell

interactions were analysed by direct observation of junction proteins in cardiomyocyte-

fibroblasts cardiomyocytes-cardiomyocites and fibroblasts-fibroblasts samples via im-

munostaining. Changes in the functional electro-mechanical coupling upon increas-

ing the level of fibrosis was both observed optically using propagation-induced phase-

contrast (PIPC) [43] and quantified using ECIS that will be presented in this chapter.

Furthermore the viscoelastic properties of cardiac cells are presented in this section.

AFM-based microrheology was employed to examine the viscoelastic properties of co-

culture of cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts (1:1 ratio) co-culture, which was used as a

fibrotic model. These viscoelastic properties were compared with the properties of the

monocultures.

3.1.1 Coupling via Cellular Junction Proteins

Parts of this subchapter and some figures have been published in the following journal

article:

Rother, J.; Richter, C.; Turco, L.; Knoch, F.; Mey, I.; Luther, S.; Janshoff, A.;

Bodenschatz, E.; Tarantola, M. “Crosstalk of cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts in co-

cultures” Open Biology 5 150038 (2015)
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3.1.1.1 Electrical Junctions

Co-cultures of cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts were seeded, cultivated for 5 days, stained

via immunohistochemistry as described in section 2.1). The goal of these experiments

was to quantify the spatial distribution of the heterocellular and homocellular junctions.

The electrical gap junctions between two cells were visualised by the occurrence of con-

nexin 43 (Cx43), whereas neural plate-cadherin (N-Cad) was indicative for adhesion

junctions. The figure 3.1 shows the results of the electrical junction protein quantific-

ation. On the top of the figure, the quantification of the Cx43 in the co-cultures with

various ratios is given. The bottom part of the figure shows four magnified confocal

images, where the cardiomycytes are shown in red, the fibroblasts in green, the Cx43

proteins in yellow or white and the nuclei in blue. The staining of gap junction pro-

tein in cultures with 100% cardiomyocytes culture revealed that 85 ± 2% of the total

amount of Cx43 localised between the cardiomyocytes, 12 ± 4% at the border between

cardiomyocytes-fibroblasts and 3 ± 1% between fibroblasts-fibroblasts. The presence

of fibroblasts and few endothelial cells within the cardiomyocytes monoculture cannot

be avoided and is due to the standard procedure for isolation of primary cardiac cells.

However, during the experiment the amount of non-cardiomyocytes was considered neg-

ligible. Between cardiomyocytes in monocultures the stained Cx43 is shown in bottom

left micrograph of figure 3.1. In co-cultures with cardiomyocytes-fibroblasts with 1:1

ratio, 55 ± 10%, 13 ± 3%, 34 ± 9% of junctional Cx43 was localized in regions between

cardiomyocytes-cardiomyocytes, cardiomyocytes-fibroblasts, and fibroblasts-fibroblasts,

respectively. The two top micrographs in figure 3.1 show the heterocellular contacts

between cardiomyocytes-fibroblasts in the co-culture mentioned above. The left one is

a merged image of α-actinin in cardiomyocytes, fibroblasts, and nuclei. The right image

shows the Cx43 staining alone for the same image. When the amount of cardiomyo-

cytes in the co-culture is reduced to 20%, most of the Cx43 was expressed between

fibroblasts and fibroblasts (72 ± 5%). The Cx43 staining in this co-culture is shown

in the bottom-right micrograph in figure 3.1. The distribution of the gap junction

between cardiomyocytes-fibroblasts and cardiomyocytes-cardiomyocyte in the same co-

culture was around 15 ± 2% and 13 ± 5%. These results lead to the conclusion that

Cx43 junctions are present between all possible pairs in co-cultures cultivated at differ-

ent cadiomyocytes and fibroblasts ratio. Overall, the amount of homocellular junctions

depends on the percentage of fibroblasts in co-cultures, whereas the heterocellular junc-

tions remained unchanged.

3.1.1.2 Mechanical Junctions

The occurrence of mechanical adhesion junctions in cardiomyocytes monoculture and

in cardiomyocytes-fibroblasts co-culture was quantified by staining N-Cad protein. The
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Figure 3.1: Electrical junctions Top graph: Distribution of heterocellular and homocellular elec-
trical coupling between cells in co-cultures with different cardiomyocyte(CM)-fibroblast (Fb) ratios.
Cx43, indicative of electrical gap junctions was localized at the border between fibroblasts, cardiomyo-
cytes and cardiomyocytes-fibroblasts. The amount of protein between homocellular electrical junctions
cardiomyocytes-cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts-fibroblasts raised with respectively the increase of cardi-
omyocytes and fibroblasts in co-culture. With decrease of cardiomyocytes ratio, heterocellular contacts
remained unchanged. In average n = 136 cells analized per cardiomyocytes/fibroblasts ratio. Images:
Confocal fluorescence micrographs of co-cultures with four fold staining of α-actinin in cardiomyocytes
(red), vimentin in fibroblasts (green), DAPI for nuclei (blue) and Cx43 in electrical gap junctions (yel-
low or white). Top left: Magnified view of merged images of co-culture with 50% cardiomyocytes and
the respective Cx43 (Top right). Scale bar 50µm. Bottom left: Exemplary merged micrograph
of cardiomyocytes monoculture and the homocellular junctions. Scale bar 50µm. Bottom right:
Exemplary merged magnified micrograph of co-culture with 20% cardiomyocytes. Scale bar 20µm.
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figure 3.2 shows the results of the quantification and the spatial distribution of mech-

anical junction protein. On the top of the figure, the quantification of the N-Cad in the

co-cultures with various ratios is given. The bottom part of the figure show four magni-

fied confocal images, where the cardiomycytes are shown in red, the fibroblasts in green,

the N-Cad proteins in yellow or white and the nuclei in blue. In 100% cardiomyocytes

cultures 76 ± 9% of the total amount of the visualised N-Cad was localized between car-

diomyocytes, 23 ± 10% coupling cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts and 1 ± 1% between

the residual fibroblasts. The N-Cad staining at connecting cardiomyocytes is shown

in the bottom-left micrograph in figure 3.2. In a co-culture with 20% fibroblasts the

adhesion junctions are still prominently localized between cardiomyocytes (66 ± 5%),

whereas between cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts it was 33 ± 5%, and between fibro-

blasts it was 1.2 ± 0.1%. In co-cultures with 1:1 ratio, 52 ± 17% of N-Cad was observed

in between cardiomyocytes, 33 ± 4% between cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts, and 15

± 2% between fibroblasts and fibroblasts. It is interesting to observe that fibroblasts

can physically deform the membrane of cardiomyocytes through N-Cad junctions, as

can be seen in top of the four micrographs of figure 3.2. In co-cultures with 20% cardi-

omyocytes, 73 ± 7%, 21 ± 4% and 6 ± 2% of junctional N-Cad was localized in regions

between fibroblasts, cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts and cardiomyocytes, respectively.

A visualization of the last configuration is shown in the bottom-right micrograph in

figure 3.2. Similar to the case of the gap junctions, N-Cad was localized between all the

three possible combinations of cell pairs. The amount of homocellular adhesion junc-

tions raised together with the amount of the respective cell type. For example, in the

case of co-culture with 20% cardiomyocytes the N-Cad localization between fibroblasts

and fibroblasts was five times higher than in the case of 50% cardiomyocytes. Hetero-

cellular adhesion junctions increased only marginally in a co-culture with 80% and 50 %

of cardiomyocytes.

In summary, in this work, both mechanical (N-Cad) and electrical (Cx43) junctions oc-

curred between all the three possible combinations of cell interactions (cardiomyocytes

cardiomyocytes, and fibroblasts-fibroblasts and cardiomyocytes-fibroblast) at any ratio

of cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts. The occurrence of Cx43 and N-Cad between homo-

cellular cell contacts varies proportional to the cardiomyocytes-fibroblasts ratio in the

co-cultures, with however, one slight discrepancy: The amount of Cx43 junctions and

N-Cad junctions between fibroblasts-fibroblasts is respectively two and five folds higher

than the co-culture with 50 % cardiomyocytes, respectively. No significant difference

in the fraction of the expressed N-Cad adhesion and Cx43-gap junctions was observed

between fibroblasts in the co-culture with 20% cardiomyocytes.
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Figure 3.2: Mechanical junctions. Top graph: Distribution of heterocellular and homocellular
mechanical coupling between cells in co-cultures with different cardiomyocyte(CM)-fibroblast (Fb)
ratios. N-Cad, indicative of adhesion junctions was localized at the border between fibroblasts, car-
diomyocytes and cardiomyocytes-fibroblasts. The amount of protein between homocellular electrical
junctions cardiomyocytes-cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts-fibroblasts raised with respectively the in-
crease of cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts in the co-culture. With decrease of cardiomyocytes ratio,
heterocellular contacts slightly changed. In average n = 120 cells were analysed per cardiomyo-
cytes/fibroblasts ratio. Images: Confocal fluorescence micrographs of co-cultures with four fold
staining of α-actinin in cardiomyocytes (red), vimentin in fibroblasts (green), DAPI for nuclei (blue)
and N-Cad in electrical gap junctions (yellow or white). Top left: Magnified view of merged im-
ages of co-culture with 50% cardiomyocytes and the respective N-Cad (Top right). Scale bar 20µm.
Bottom left: Exemplary merged micrograph of cardiomyocytes monoculture and the homocellular
junctions. Scale bar 50µm. Bottom right: Exemplary merged magnified micrograph of co-culture
with 20% cardiomyocytes. Scale bar 50µm.
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3.1.1.3 Impedance Measurements

The cardiomyocytes-fibroblasts connectivity was quantified by monitoring the barrier

resistance of cellular monolayers. For this purpose different cardiomyocytes-fibroblasts

ratios were seeded on a gold electrode. The impedance spectra obtained from the co-

cultures were fitted using a model that takes the rectangular shape of the cells into

account as was introduced in section 2.3.1. Due to the capacitive nature of cellular

membranes at low frequencies the impedance contribution in those frequencies arises

from the cellular barrier resistance Rb indicative of cardiomyocytes-cardiomyocytes /

cardiomyocytes-fibroblasts / fibroblasts-fibroblasts connectivity. Mean values of the real

part of the impedance at 4 kHz ZRenorm@4 kHz for cardiomyocytes-fibroblasts monolayers

were analyzed by varying the ratio of fibroblasts in the co-cultures. The choice of this

frequency value was due to the high signal-to-noise ratio for the covered electrode. Data

were normalized for the value of impedance of the uncovered electrode. Figure 3.3A

summarizes mean values of ZRenorm@4 kHz measured 120 h after seeding of the cells. The

impedance increased with lower fractions of cardiomyocytes in co-cultures and it reached

fibroblasts represented 90 % of the cells. Rb followed the same trend as ZRenorm@4 kHz

(figure 3.3B). After 120 h the highest value of Rb was measured in co-culture with 90 %

fibroblasts (Rb= 12.6 Ωcm2) representing the strongest connectivity in the co-culture.

This value is two times higher than the connectivity of cardiomyocytes (5.2 Ωcm2) and

fibroblasts (5.7Ωcm2). (Impedance experiments performed by Dr. Marco Tarantola,

Max Planck Institute for Dynamics and Self-Organization, Göttingen, Germany)

Figure 3.3: ECIS quantification of fibrotic connectivity. Mean ZRenorm@4 kHz values (A) and mean
values for cell-cell contact density parameter Rb (B) for co-cultures with 0 %, 10 %, 20 %, 30 %, 50 %,
75 %, 90 % fibroblasts five days after seeding. n= 5 ± s.d.[43] Data analysis performed by Marco
Tarantola, Max Planck Institute for Dynamics and Self-Organization, Göttingen, Germany, and Jan
Rother, Institute of Physical Chemistry, Georg-August-University, Göttingen, Germany
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3.1.2 Electromechanical Coupling

To study the electromechanical coupling of cardiomyocytes-fibroblasts, in co-cultures

with different ratios of fibroblasts, ECIS and PIPC were employed.

The spontaneous beating frequency was measured from the oscillation in ZRenorm@4 kHz

generated at each contraction due to the periodic fluctuations of the current underneath

the cell basal membrane of the cell. Figure 3.4A shows an exemplary oscillation of the

real part of the impedance measured from co-cultures with different ratios of fibroblasts.

For 10 % and 0% of cardiomyocytes no fluctuations in the impedance were recorded.

High oscillation amplitudes were observed with high percentage of cardiomyocytes in-

dicating a larger number of beating cells on the electrode. Using the values of W and L

as mentioned in section 2.3.1 the number of cells covering each electrode with a diameter

of 250µm was estimated to be around 32.

Figure 3.4: Beating coupling quantification via ECIS. A Exemplary time trace of the impedance
for different fibroblasts fractions; 0 % (pink), 10 % (light blue), 20 % (purple), 30 % (yellow), 50 %
(light green), 75 % (dark green), 90 % (orange), 100 % (grey). B Beating frequency of co-cultures as
function of fibroblasts ratio. Box plot with median value, 25 % and 75 % percentiles and 10 % and 90 %
whiskers. n= 3.[43] Data analysis performed by Marco Tarantola, Max Planck Institute for Dynamics
and Self-Organization, Göttingen, Germany.

Figure 3.4B presents the beating frequency as a function of fibroblasts ratio in a

co-cultures. The observed decrease of co-culture beating frequency indicates that fibro-

blasts influences the electrophysiology of cardiomyocytes probably through both elec-

trical and mechanical coupling. It is worth to mention here that like in a fibrotic tissue,

in the co-culture used in this experiment fibroblasts had been activated and transformed

into an contractile fibroblast phenotype called myofibroblasts. This was additionally

confirmed by the expression of αsmooth muscle actin (α-SMA) as shown in figure 3.5.

Fibroblasts functionally coupled with cardiomyocytes, inducing a decrease in beating

frequency of the cellular monolayer. This phenomenon becomes more pronounced by

increasing the ratio of the fibroblasts in co-culture. Contractile motion was observed
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Figure 3.5: Myofibroblasts transformation. Exemplary confocal fluorescence of stained co-culture
of cardiomyocites via α-actinin (red), myofibroblasts via α-SMA (green) and nuclei via DAPI (blue).
Scale bar 30 µm.

Figure 3.6: Functional coupling between cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts via phase contrast imaging.
Exemplary processed images of cardiomyocytes monoculture and co-culture with 50 % fibroblasts with
the corresponding phase φ shifts from -π to +π. n= 3.[43] Image obtained by Dr. Claudia Richter,
Max Planck Institute for Dynamics and Self-Organization, Göttingen, Germany.
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in mixtures up to 75 % fibroblasts. Another evidence of the influence of fibroblasts on

the electrophysiology of cardiomyocytes, can be inferred from phase-contrast imaging

analysis of excitation wave propagation in cardiomyocyes-fibroblasts co-cultures. A

gradual shift from quasi planar wavefront to spiral waves, due to the origin of phase

singularities with increasing percentage of fibroblasts in the co-cultures was observed.

Exemplary processed images for pure cardiomyocytes and mixture with 50 % fibroblasts

are shown in figure 3.6. (Impedance experiments and phase-contrast imaging were

performed by Marco Tarantola and Claudia Richter, respectively, Max Planck Institute

for Dynamics and Self-Organization, Göttingen, Germany)

3.1.3 Microrheological properties of Cardiac Fibrosis Model

The viscoelastic properties of primary neonatal rat cardiomyocytes, fibroblasts and co-

culture of cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts (1:1 ratio) were measured by using frequency-

dependent AFM-based microrheology. The results and an exemplary AFM deflection

image of living cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts co-culture are shown in figure 3.7. The

points in the image 3.7 indicate the positions where force-deformation curves were ana-

lyzed. Cells were kept five days in incubator before measurements. Storage G′ and loss

G′′ moduli were determined from force-indentation curves by applying small oscillations

at several frequencies (5-150 Hz) to the cantilever in contact with the cells, as explained

in section 2.4.2.

Cardiomyocytes exhibited a G′ of 1.7 kPa at 5 Hz. G′ increased obeying a power-law

relation over the frequency with an exponent of 0.35, reaching a value of 6 kPa at 150 Hz.

G′′ for the same monocultures was two times lower thanG′ at 5 Hz with a value of 793 Pa.

It increased with frequency and reached a value of 7.5 kPa at 150 Hz, exceeding the value

of G′ (see figure 3.7A). Values of G′ and G′′ for cardiac fibroblasts were found to be

lower than the ones for cardiomyocytes at all frequencies. G′ was 693 Pa at 5 Hz and it

increased exhibiting a weak power-law of 0.17. The loss modulus G′′ (233 Pa at 5 Hz)

was lower than G′ for frequencies < 60 Hz and it reached a value twofold higher at 150 Hz

(2.93 kPa) (see figure 3.7B).Co-culture with 50 % cardiomyocytes and 50 % fibroblasts

showed a frequency dependent increase of G′ with a power-law exponent of 0.17 from

2.15 kPa at 5 Hz to 4.25 kPa at 150 Hz (see figure 3.7D). For cardiomyocytes, η at lower

frequencies was lower than 1, indicating a solid-like behavior of the cells. With increasing

frequencies, η became larger until it reached values higher than 1 starting from 80 Hz,

at which cells express a more fluid-like nature. A similar trend was observed for G′′

with the exception that the co-culture G′′ exceeded the values of the cardiomyocytes

monoculture only below 20 Hz.

The figure 3.8 shows the loss tangent η which represents the ratio between G′′ and G′

for monocultures and co-culture. In the case of the cardiomyocytes co-culture, η values
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Figure 3.7: Mechanics of cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts monocultures and co-cultures. Frequency
dependency of storage modulus G′ (black) and loss modulus G′′ (red) for cardiomyocytes (CM)(n=5)
(A), fibroblasts (Fb) (n=3) (B) and cardiomyocytes-fibroblasts co-culture (n=3) (D). Solid lines show
the power-law structural damping model fit. Data are shown as median ± quartiles. (C)Exemplary
AFM deflection image of living cardiomyocyte between two fibroblasts. Points mark the positions
where the force- indentation curves were analysed. Scale bar 20µm

was below 1 until 80 Hz indicating a solid-like behavior, whereas at higher frequency η

increased and cells expressed a more fluid-like nature. On the other hand, for fibroblasts

monocultures the solid-liquid-like transition frequency occurs at 60 Hz. As can be seen

from the trend shown in figure 3.8 the η values of cardiomyocytes is higher than the

values for fibroblasts at frequencies lower than 40 Hz. The co-culture showed values of

η lower than both the monocultures at all frequencies and remained less than 1 up to

150 Hz, indicating a solid-like behavior throughout the frequency range.

Rheological data were fitted with the power-law structural damping model (equa-

tion 2.20) with three independent fitting parameters: G0, overall stiffness of the cells,

the cellular viscosity µ and β representing the power-law coefficient. The fitted values

for the three cell cultures are shown in table 3.1. β is related to the agitation of cyto-

skeleton elements. G0 exhibits the same trend as G′. The stiffness of cardiomyocytes

monocultures G0 = 601 Pa appeared to be 1.5 time larger than the fibroblasts monocul-
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Figure 3.8: Frequency dependency of loss tangent for cardiomyocytes (CM)(n=5) (red), fibroblasts
(Fb) (n=3) (green) and cardiomyocytes-fibroblasts co-culture (n=3) (blue). Data are shown as median
± quartiles.

ture and it increased additionally in a 1:1 ratio co-culture (G0 = 1.2 kPa). The viscosity

of the co-culture was similar to the cardiomyocytes monoculture and β similar to the

value of fibroblasts monoculture (β = 0.17).

G0 ± SE/Pa β ± SE µ ± SE/Pa s

100 %cardiomyocytes 601 ± 182 0.35 ± 0.05 4.9 ± 1.2
100 %fibroblasts 399 ±41 0.17 ± 0.02 2.6 ± 0.09

50 %cardiomyocytes-50 %fibroblasts 2150 ± 110 0.17 ± 0.01 4 ± 0.2

Table 3.1: Fitting parameters of the power-law structural damping model of the rheological data of
monocultures and co-culture of cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts. G0 describes the overall stiffness of
the cells, α is the power-law coefficient and µ the cellular viscosity.

3.2 Effect of shear stress on cardiac laminar sheets

The results presented in this subsection show the effect of high shear stresses on cardi-

omyocytes monocultures and cardiomyocites/fibroblasts co-cultures, as it occurs in the

early stage of ventricular remodeling induced by laminar fluid flow. The values of shear

stress were chosen an order of magnitude higher than the physiological value estimated

in vivo to mimic pathological conditions as explained in subchapter 2.2.1. The cellular
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response was analysed during two defined time windows to probe the immediate-short

term and long term effect of the shear stress. For the short term effect a 3 h win-

dow (30 min before and 2.5 h after the flow onset) was analysed whereas for the long

term effect a time window up to 108 h of shear stimulation was chosen (for details see

section 2.3.3). For both time windows, cellular morphological changes and collective

contractile behaviour, induced by high shear stresses were studied employing ECIS,

RICM and CLSM.

3.2.1 Immediate-short term effect of shear stress on cellular morphology

Impedance measurements

Impedance of the cardiomyocytes monolayers seeded on the microelectrodes subjected

to laminar flow was measured as described in section 2.3.2. An example of the time

course of the normalized real part of the impedance at 4 kHz measured on the mono-

layer exposed to 1.59 dyn/cm2 shear stress is shown in figure 3.9. In the same image,

the exponential-linear fit and the ZRenorm@4 kHz of non-stimulated cardiomyocytes are

presented in blue and black, respectively. A sharp increase in cardiomyocytes monolayer

electrical impedance was observed concurrently with the shear stress application. On

the contrary, the impedance of non-stimulated cells remained unchanged over the same

Figure 3.9: Impedance at the flow onset. Mean time course of the real part of the impedance recorded
at 4 kHz for cardiomyocyte monolayer with (red) and without (black) fluid flow stimulation and the
fitted curve (blue) of the response to shear stress. The error bars represent the s.d. of n=8 electrodes
(250 cells). The applied shear stress was 1.59 dyn/cm2 and data are shown in a 3 h time window, 30 min
before and 2.5 h after the flow onset.
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time interval. In order to quantify the dynamics of the cellular response, the imped-

ance trace (mean of n = 8 electrodes) at 4 kHz was modelled with a combination of

exponential and linear rise. The initial exponential rise is characterised by the rise time

constant τ defined as the time to reach 63% of the maximum value (system’s speed of

response).

The influence of increased shear stress on cardiomycytes monolayer was investigated

by applying values of 1.59 dyn/cm2, 4 dyn/cm2 and 6 dyn/cm2. The short-term cellular

response dynamics accelerated when the shear stresses was increased. The rise time

constants for the shear stresses applied are listed in table 3.2. The τ , for the shear

of 4 dyn/cm2 is 5 folds higher than the value when 1.59 dyn/cm2 shear was applied.

An increase of 2.5 folds in the shear stress (4 dyn/cm2) triggers a faster cell response,

whereas no significant difference was observed in system’s speed of response between

4 dyn/cm2 and 6 dyn/cm2.

To verify whether the movement of ions present in the cell medium influences the

impedance when a shear stress is applied, two control experiments were performed by

applying shear stress of 4 dyn/cm2 to i) uncoated ECIS Flow Array and ii) ECIS Flow

Array coated with Gelatin-fibronectin only. The results, presented in figure 3.10 show

Figure 3.10: Impedance of uncoated and coated samples under shear stress. Mean time course of the
real part of the impedance at 4 kHz for uncoated (red) and Gelatin-fibronectin coated (green) electrodes
when a shear stress of 4 dyn/cm2 was applied. n= 8 ± s.d.
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Parameter 1.59 dyn/cm2 4 dyn/cm2 6 dyn/cm2

τ 35 ± 5 min 7 min ± 1 6.6 ± 0.6 min

Table 3.2: Parameters obtained from the linear-exponential fit (chapter 2.3.3) describing the dynamic
response of ZRenorm@4 kHz to increasing value of shear stress. τ is a measure of speed of response.

a decrease in the electrical impedance during exposure to the laminar flow in both the

cases, confirming that the complex impedance increase upon shear stress in the cell

seeded ECIS Flow Array is indeed due to the active presence of the cell monolayer.

RICM measurements

RICM images were recorded in order to quantify cell-substrate distance and cell-contact

area changes as an immediate response to the applied shear stress. As explained in sec-

tion 2.4.3.2, images were analysed every 15 min for 3 h to extract the intensity histogram

of the cell, to quantify cell contact area and qualitatively measure the cell-substrate dis-

tance. Each intensity trace was normalized to its mean intensity values. The figure 3.11

presents the mean of the normalized intensity traces for cells sheared at 4 dyn/cm2.

The mean cell intensity decreases slightly when the shear stress is applied, reaching a

minimum of 5% below the initial value (30 min before the flow onset). Afterwards, it

increases again reaching the initial intensity in approximately 1.5 h. The results suggest

Figure 3.11: RICM intensity at the flow onset. Mean RICM intensity of sheared cells (4 dyn/cm2)
as function of time. The intensity of each trace was normalised by the mean of the trace. The figure
shows the mean for n=10 ±s.d. A sharp decrease in normalised mean intensity follows the exposure of
cardiomyocytes to flow.
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that when a cell monolayer is exposed to shear stress, suddenly the cells approach the

glass surface and the distance between the ventral part of the cell and the surface is

reduced. This means that a larger interference between glass/medium and medium/cell

membrane reflected light occurs resulting to a decreased of the intensity.

In order to investigate if the immediate exposure to the flow induces only a decrease

in cell-substrate distance, or if it also promotes cell spreading, the size of the projected

cellular area was measured in the same time window. The results are shown in figure 3.12

when the shear stress was applied: no significant change in cell- substrate contact area

occurs for 2.5 h, and by the end of 3 h it increases to 1.2 times the original value reached

within the first 30 min. These results indicate that when the monolayer is suddenly

sheared, the cells are pushed against the substrate without any immediate changes in

contact area, whereas after approximately 2.5 h the cardiomyocytes start slightly to

further spread.

Figure 3.12: Cell-substrate contact area under short- term shear stress exposure. Time course of
4 dyn/cm2-sheared cell-substrate contact area increment. Each cell area was normalised for its initial
value in frame recorded 30 min before the cardiomycytes were exposed to flow. No significant changes
in the cell-substrate contact area occur within 2 h from the shear onset for n = 10 ± s.d.

3.2.2 Immediate-short term effect of shear stress on cellular contractility

In order to asses whether spontaneous beating frequency of cardiomyocytes monolayer

was immediately affected by the application of laminar flow, the real part of the imped-

ance, measured in RTC-mode, was analysed as reported in section 2.3.3. The figure 3.13

presents on the left, the oscillatory micromotions visible in the ZRenorm@4 kHz time course

at the flow onset (t=20 s) of 1.59 dyn/cm2, and on the right, the beating frequency of the

cells before and after the application of different shear stresses. The presence of shear
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Figure 3.13: Cardiomyocytes beating frequency at the flow onset. Right: Cardiomycytes beating
frequency as function of shear stress, before and after flow exposure. For every applied shear stress
values, no changes in cellular beating rate after the flow onset are observed. Left: Exemplary oscillatory
impedance time series measured on a cell-covered electrode with cardiomyocytes monolayer exposed to
shear stress of 1.59 dyn/cm2. Dashed line indicates the flow onset. Mean and width of the peak from
FFTs are plotted.

stress does not seem to affect the beating induced impedance fluctuations, whereas value

of impedance increases in accordance with the results presented in the previous section.

Regardless of the applied value of shear stress, cells beat with the same frequency of

about 2 Hz both before and after the flow onset, suggesting that the sudden exposure

to flow does not perturb the cardiomyocytes functionality.

3.2.3 Long-term effect of shear stress on cells morphology

Impedance measurements

A continuous increase in the real part of the impedance of the cardiomyocytes mono-

layers at 4 kHz under fluid flow conditions was observed during the whole period of

stimulation (108 h), as shown in figure 3.14. The increment of the mean ZRenorm@4 kHz

of cells sheared at 1.59 dyn/cm2 was 2.2 times higher than the value before the flow

onset. When shear stress of 4 dyn/cm2 and 6 dyn/cm2 were applied, the final increase

in the mean resistive part of the impedance was 3.03 and 3.06, respectively.

These results suggest that the cardiomyocytes monolayers under a long-term expos-

ure to flow stimulation undergo morphological changes which affect, consequently, the

current path underneath, around, in between, and through the cells resulting in higher

values of impedance. Increasing the shear stress from 1.59 dyn/cm2 to 4 dyn/cm2 in-

duces more pronounced changes in the impedance and therefore in cell morphodynamics,

whereas the effect of 4 dyn/cm2 and 6 dyn/cm2 shear stress seems to be comparable.

These findings are consistent with the results of the short-term effect of different shear

stress values on the cellular dynamics response to the flow onset.
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Figure 3.14: Impedance of cardiomyocytes under long-term exposure to different shear stresses. Mean
time course of the real part of the cardiomyocytes monolayer impedance sheared at 1.59 dyn/cm2 (red)
(n= 7 electrodes), 4 dyn/cm2 (green) (n= 7 electrodes), 6 dyn/cm2 (blue) (n= 8 electrodes) and without
fluid stimulation (black) (n= 8 electrodes). Data are show as mean ± s.d.

The measured data were fitted with the equation 2.7 to correlate the changes in the

resistive part of the monolayer complex impedance with morphological parameters such

as cell shape, cell-cell and cell-substrate junctions.

Figure 3.15 shows the values of the model parameters, Rb, Cm and α, at 48 h and

108 h after the flow stimulation onset for sheared (1.59 dyn/cm2) and not-sheared car-

diomyocytes monolayers (right). The left side of the image shows how the parameters

change with increasing the applied shear stress.

The junctional barrier resistance Rb of sheared cardiomyocytes at 1.59 dyn/cm2 in-

creased by a factor of 1.5 compared to the control cultures both at 48 h and 108 h after

the flow stimulation started (figure 3.15a). On the other hand at t = 48 h the cell

membrane capacitance Cm was 3.7 times lower when shear stress was applied than the

control (3 ± 0.3µF cm−2), and it decreased over the time reaching a value of 0.7 ±
0.1µF cm−2 at t = 108 h (3.15c). α, related to the average height between the basal

cell membrane and the substrate, was approximately 0.7 ± 0.1 Ω−1/2cm for not sheared

cardiomyocytes, both at 48 h and 108 h, and under fluid flow stimulation increased 3.4

times (figure 3.15e). The average cell-substrate distance was estimated to be ∼150 nm

in control conditions and ∼110 nm under shear flow conditions. Higher values of shear

stress (4 dyn/cm2 and 6 dyn/cm2) did not induce significant changes in the model para-
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Figure 3.15: ECIS model parameters for cardiomyocytes non-exposed and exposed to different shear
stresses. Rb, Cm and α for sheared (red) and not sheared (black) cardiomyocyte monolayers after 48 h
and 108 h of flow stimulation (A), (C), (E). No flow n=3 electrodes, flow n=7 electrodes. Rb, Cm and
α as a function of shear stress values after 48 h (blue) and 108 h (red) of flow stimulation(B), (D), (F).
For 1.59 - 4 dyn/cm2 n= 7 electrodes, 6 dyn/cm2 n= 8 electrodes. Data are shown as mean ± sd.

meters after 48 h of flow stimulation (blue curve in the graphs on the right column of

3.15). Conversely, after 108 h of exposure to the flow on the cardiomyocytes, increasing

the shear stress from 1.59 dyn/cm2 to 4 dyn/cm2 (or 6 dyn/cm2), promoted 2.4 and 2.7

times higher values of cell-cell connectivity, Rb (P <0.001), respectively. At 108 h Cm
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linearly decreased with high shear stress values (by 30 % for 6 dyn/cm2, P <0.001),

whereas α remained constant at 1.59 dyn/cm2, 4 dyn/cm2 and 6 dyn/cm2 shear stimu-

lation (red curves in the graphs on the right side of 3.15).

RICM measurements

In order to determine whether the continuous increase in cardiomyocytes impedance

is caused by cell-substrate contact increment or is due to variations in the distance

between cell membrane and the surface RICM was used as previously explained for the

analysis of shear stress immediate-short term effect on monolayers. For a long-term

study, eight frames were evaluated, as mentioned in section 2.4.3.2. Both cellular mean

intensity and cell-substrate contact area were normalised for their respective values at

1 h before the shear stress of 4 dyn/cm2 was applied. Figure 3.16 shows the mean time

course of the normalised intensity of cells up to 19 h of flow stimulation. Except for the

sharp decrease at the flow onset the intensity remains constant within the error limits

without diverging from the initial value. This indicates that the cell-substrate distance

does not change following 1 h of flow exposure.

Figure 3.16: RICM intensity in the first 19 h of flow stimulation. Normalised cellular mean intensity
for n = 6 ± s.d. of cardiomyocytes exposed to 4 dyn/cm2-shear stress. No long-term variations in
RICM intensity due to the effect for the flow are observed.

On the other hand, cell-substrate contact area starts to increase approximately 2 h

after the flow onset and continues to increase for 19 h, as shown in figure 3.17, together

with the real part of the impedance for 4 dyn/cm2. The time course of the mean contact

area reached a 2 fold value at 19 h of shear stimulation and continued to slightly increase
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until 40 h. The two grey scale micrographs, shown in figure 3.17, were recorded before

and 19 h after the flow onset and depict the clear increase in cell contact area. It was

observed that after 19 h cells form more and larger focal adhesions in response to the

shear stress as clearly visible in the left micrograph.

Figure 3.17: Effects of 19 h for shear stress on cardiomyocytes impedance and cell-substrate contact
area. Top: Time course of cell-substrate contact area increment (green) and real part of the impedance
(red) for a cardiomyocyte monolayer under 4 dyn/cm2 shear stress. Data are shown as mean ± s.d.
Bottom: RICM images of cardiomyocytes before and after shear stress was applied. 19 h of flow
stimulation induce an increase in cell-substrate contact area and focal adhesion formation. Scale bar
10µm.

These results suggest that both cell-substrate distance and contact area contribute

to the increase in monolayer impedance under shear stress, but their influence does not

occur simultaneously. First, the cells approaches the surface when the flow is applied

subsequently returning to their original height within 1.5 h. Afterwards, the contact

area increases and the cells form larger focal adhesions.
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CLSM based fiber orientation analysis

In order to determine the effect of shear stress on cell cytoskeleton, fluorescence confocal

images, recorded in at least eight different regions of µ-Slide VI 0.4 Luer, comparably

with the position of the electrodes in the ECIS array. These images were analysed with

a custom-written MATLAB program that quantifies the orientation of the actin fibers,

as explained in chapter 2.4.1.3. Cardiomyocytes exposed to shear stress of 4 dyn/cm2

for 108 h are horizontally aligned and elongated in the direction of the flow (horizontal

axis). By contrast, the static-cultivated cells are randomly distributed without any

Figure 3.18: Exemplary confocal images of actin fibers of cells exposed to 4 dyn/cm2 shear stress for
108 h (Top) and of cells cultivated under static conditions (Bottom). For both frames, the normalized
fiber orientation distribution in polar coordinates, the eccentricity e of the fitted ellipse and the angle
of major axis θ are shown. Scale bar 80µm. Actin fibers are stained with Alexa-Fluo-488-phannotoxins
(red) and nuclei with DAPI (blue).
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preferential direction. Analysis by the program which uses a 2D-FT yields an orientation

factors e. e is the eccentricity of an ellipse that fits the normalised fiber orientation

distribution in polar coordinates and describes that 67% of the fibers are oriented within

a certain angle. If this angle is large then the orientation is random, whereas if it is

small, the fibers are along one preferential direction. The e values extracted from

the images of stimulated and non-stimulated monolayers clearly showed that the fibers

were preferentially oriented and randomly distributed, respectively. In figure 3.18, one

exemplary evaluation for cells sheared for 108 h and for cells under static conditions with

their respective plot of the fibers orientation distribution (red) are shown. The light

blue circle represents the distribution of an image with completely random orientations

of fibers. θ is the angle along which the largest number of fibers is distributed. Flow

exposed cardiomyocites showed e =0.97, θ =-9.7 ◦C and an elongated fiber orientation

distribution, whereas for not-sheared cell image e =0.62, θ =-53 ◦C and the distribution

is close to a randomly oriented distribution.

The spatial distribution of actin fibers over time was obtained by comparing images

of sheared and non-sheared cells after 0 h, 48 h, 72 h and 108 h of flow stimulation.

Exemplary fluorescence images are show in figure 3.19, together with a bar plot of the

eccentricity over time. Only images of cardimyocytes exposed to shear stress for 108 h

exhibit a normalized fiber orientation distribution with eccentricity higher than 0.9,

meaning that the 67% of the fibers are oriented within an angle θerr ≤ 37◦. The e

values increase with the duration of flow exposure indicating a gradual increase of the

orientation of the actin fibers. Also the difference between the eccentricity of sheared

and non-sheared normalized fiber distribution increases when the flow stimulation last

for longer time. These results show that under shear stress the actin fibers gradually

orient over time and after 108 h more than 67% are aligned in the direction of the flow.
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Figure 3.19: Time sequence of confocal images of cells exposed to shear stress for 48 h, 72 h, 108 h and
non-sheared cells. Scale bar 50µm. Bar plot of the eccentricity e of the normalized fiber orientation
distribution. When e = 0, fibers are randomly oriented, while e = 1 fibers are perfectly aligned with
the direction of the ellipse major axis. In this work, it was considered that fibers (67%) were well
oriented only if e > 0.9. Data are shown as mean of at least n=8 ± s.d.
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3.2.4 Long term effect of shear stress on cellular contractility

High sampling impedance measurements were performed to investigate the influence of

fluid stimulation for 108 h on cardiomyocytes monoculture and cadiomyocytes/fibroblast

co-culture beating frequency.

Cardiomycyte monocultures

Impedance fluctuations due to cell contractility were recorded every 24 h sequentially

for each cell covered electrode inside the ECIS Flow Array before the medium was

exchanged. Impedance power spectral density (PSD) analysis shows that the effect of

shear stress induces changes in beating frequency of cells. When a stress of 1.59 dyn/cm2

is continuously applied for 24 h, cardiomyocytes beating rate slightly increases (1.2)

and after 48 h of stimulation it reaches a value of 1.4 times higher than the value of non

sheared cells (P < 0.05). In the following 60 h, the beating frequency decreases gradually

until the end of the experiment (figure 3.20). When higher shear stresses of 4 dyn/cm2

and 6 dyn/cm2 were applied for 24 h cells were beating faster than the non-stimulated

ones by a factor 1.8 and 1.7, respectively. Similarly to 1.59 dyn/cm2, under higher shear

stresses the beating frequency reaches a maximum at 48 h after the flow onset corres-

ponding to 2.79 Hz for 4 dyn/cm2 and 2.99 Hz for 6 dyn/cm2. In table 3.3 values of

beating frequencies before (t=0) and after 24 h /48 h of flow exposure to different shear

stresses are listed (± s.d.). By applying higher values of shear stress to cardiomycytes

monolayer an increase of the beating rate was observed. This increment appears lin-

Figure 3.20: Beating frequency of cardiomyocytes sheared with 1.59 dyn/cm2 (red) (n= 7 electrodes),
4 dyn/cm2 (green) (n= 7 electrodes) and 6 dyn/cm2 (blue) (n= 8 electrodes) over time. A peak in
beating frequency occurs 48 h after flow onset with shear stresses of 4 dyn/cm2 and 6 dyn/cm2. For
cells sheared at 1.59 dyn/cm2 there is no significant difference between beating frequency at t = 48 h
and t = 72 h. Data are presented as mean ± s.d.
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ear until shear stress of 4 dyn/cm2 is applied and a further increase in the amount of

stimulation does not leads to a significant increase in contractility (6 dyn/cm2). The

presence of fluid flow reduced the variability in the beating frequency in the cell pop-

ulation along the channel, as can be seen from the value of standard deviations. This

suggests that the fluid flow aids the cells to synchronise their beating. These results are

shown in figure 3.21, displaying the peak of beating frequency, occurring after 48 h of

stimulation, as a function of shear stress.

Shear stress t = 0 h t = 24 h t = 48 h
[dyn/cm2]

0 0.74±0.38 1.42 ± 1 1.66 ± 0.53
1.59 0.69 ± 0.10 1.66 ± 0.08 2.11 ± 0.05

4 1.55 ± 0.11 2.60 ± 0.07 2.79 ± 0.09
6 1.39 ± 0.18 2.53 ± 0.05 2.99 ± 0.05

Table 3.3: Values of cardiomyocytes beating frequency before (t=0) and after 24 h and 48 h fluid
stimulation was applied. Data are presented as mean ± s.d.

Figure 3.21: Cardiomyocytes monoculture frequency as function of shear stress after 48 h of stimula-
tion. Data are presented as mean ± s.d.,1.59 dyn/cm2 n = 7, 4 dyn/cm2 n = 7, 6 dyn/cm2 n = 8, no
flow n = 5. Significant difference was observed between static culture and 1.59 dyn/cm2 sheared cells,
4 dyn/cm2(Wilcoxon Rank Test, P <0.05) or 6 dyn/cm2(T test, P <0.001). Statistical differences were
also observed between 1.59 dyn/cm2, 4 dyn/cm2, 6 dyn/cm2 (T test, P <0.001). An increase of applied
shear stress induces an increase in beating frequency.

Cardiomycyte/fibroblast co-cultures

The effect of flow on the beating frequency in co-cultures with different percentage of

fibroblasts were studied similar to cardiomyocytes monocultures by monitoring the im-
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pedance fluctuations. The highest value of shear stress previously used, 6 dyn/cm2, was

chosen for stimulating the co-cultures. Contactility was analysed 48 h after the flow

onset that corresponds to the time at which the beating frequency of cardiomyocytes

monocultures reached the maximum. Figure 3.22 shows the mean value of beating fre-

quency of the cardiomyocytes/fibroblasts co-cultures with and without flow exposure

as function of the ratio of the cells. When no flow was applied and the percentage

of cardiomyocytes in the sample was reduced from 100% to 25%, the beating rate of

the co-cultures decreases up to the disappearance of contractile behaviour at 10% car-

diomyocytes ratio. There is no significant difference in the beating properties of non-

stimulated 50% and 25% cardiomyocytes-fibroblasts ratios. During exposure to shear

stress the beating rate increases for all the cardiomyocytes/fibroblasts mixtures similar

to the cardiomyocytes monocultures. The frequency for samples with 100% cardiomyo-

cytes, 50% cardiomyocytes and 25% cardiomyocytes is 1.8, 1.6 and 2 times the values of

the controls, respectively. However, no significant difference between the beating rates of

stimulated 50%fibroblasts and 25% cardiomyocytes was observed which was confirmed

with a statistical t-test. Surprisingly, co-cultures with only 10% cardiomyocytes show

Figure 3.22: Beating frequency of co-culture varying with the percentage of cardiomyocytes (CM)
and fibroblasts under static and sheared conditions (6 dyn/cm2). Data are shown 48 h after flow onset
as mean ± s.d. Increased beating frequency of cells exposed to flow stimulation was observed for every
cardiomyocytes/fibroblasts mixture, with no significant difference between 50%cardiomyocytes and
25%cardiomyocytes. In the case of 10%cardiomyocytes, spontaneous beating was observed exclusively
when shear stress was applied.
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a contractile behavior with beating frequency of 1.2 Hz after being exposed to 48 h at

6 dyn/cm2 shear stress.

To summarise, the exposure to shear stress induces an increase of the beating fre-

quency in cardiomyocytes/fibroblasts co-cultures independent of the percentage of car-

diomyocytes and may promote the transformation of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts.
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4 Discussion

The aim of this work was to study the left ventricular remodeling at cellular level, that

occurs typically after acute myocardial infarction (MI). MI usually results in genera-

tion of arrhythmia and can cause often heart failure and lead to death. Post-infarction

remodeling can be divided into two phases: early phase, within 72 hours, and late

phase [3]. The early phase involves cardiomyocytes slippage, which leads to thinning

and dilatation of the myocardial wall, interstitial growth, and myocytes lengthening

(hypertrophy), whereas the late phase is characterised by a recruitment of fibroblasts

in the infarcted area and their transformation into contractile myofibroblasts. Con-

currently, an excessive synthesis of collagen also takes place, which leads to the scar

tissue formation (fibrosis). This stabilises the increased wall stress, caused by the vent-

ricle dilatation. Current therapies targeting the post-infarction remodelling are based

on mechanical or pharmacological interventions, but both present drawbacks. There-

fore, it is necessary to understand deeply the remodelling mechanisms to develop new

targeted therapeutic strategies. It is essential to investigate the pathological state of

cardiomyocytes by considering also the biophysical stimuli the cells are subjected to.

Therefore, I investigated the effect of particular conditions, such as high levels of shear

stress and different degrees of fibrosis that occur in the early and late phase of ventricu-

lar remodelling, on the cellular morphology, contractility, connectivity, and mechanical

properties.

4.1 Ventricular Remodeling: Fibrosis

The development of cardiac fibrosis that eventually leads to arrhythmia is thought

to be strongly related to the communication between cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts.

Among the several mechanisms of myocyte-fibroblast interaction, I focussed on the dir-

ect cross-talk between cells through electrical and mechanical junctions and its variation

with an increasingly severe fibrosis. To engineer an in vitro cardiac fibrosis model, I

used co-cultures of primary neonatal cardiomyocytes and heart-derived fibroblasts. Co-

cultures in which fibroblasts expressed the contractile protein α-smooth muscle actin

(α-SMA) within 5 days were referred to as fibrotic monolayers. The presence of α-SMA
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was indicative of the transformation of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts that appear in

vivo only after cardiac injury and that are critical components of cardiac fibrosis [57,

58]. Different ratios of fibroblasts were added to the co-cultures to mimic different de-

grees of fibrosis. The relative occurrence of homotypic and heterotypic junctions in the

fibrotic monolayers was quantified by staining the gap (electrical) and adherens (mech-

anical) junctions. Gap junctions, depicted by the localisation of Connexin 43 (Cx43),

were observed between all cell types in all the co-cultures with different cardiomyocyte-

myofibroblast ratio. In a healthy heart the electrical signal is transmitted through the

myocardium solely by the cardiomyocytes via Cx43, whereas after a cardiac injury my-

ofibroblasts express high levels of Cx43 as well [59]. This is consistent with the outcomes

of this work, as described in section 3.1.1.1, which show the increase in myofibroblasts

homocellular gap junctions at low cardiomyocytes density in the co-cultures. Pedrotty

et al. have reported that micro-patterned homotypic pairs of myofibroblasts express

Cx43 mainly inside the cytoplasm rather than at the cell-cell junctions (< 10 % of the

450 studied cell pairs) [60]. With the analysis routine, described in section 2.4.1.2 it

was not possible to discern whether the stained protein was located in the intracellu-

lar space or at the junction between the same type of cells. This uncertainty can be

overcome by considering the cellular barrier resistance Rb, which quantifies the cell-cell

connectivity within the fibrotic monolayer and was observed to increase in co-cultures

with lower ratio of cardiomyocytes as shown in figure 3.4. It reached a maximum for

10 % of the cardiomyocytes in co-culture indicating that significant amount of Cx43 is

localised in myofibroblasts homocellular junctions. Nevertheless, the presence of Cx43

in the cytoplasm cannot be excluded. Indeed it can be the newly expressed Cx43, known

to contribute to TGF-β signalling to regulate α-SMA expression [61], is indicative of

the transformation of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts as mentioned above. Western blot

assay is a possible technique to quantify the amount of junctional vs cytosolic Cx43 [61].

An enriched Cx43 expression by myofibroblasts in fibrotic conditions leads to a higher

possibility for cardiomyocyte-myofibroblast coupling. Myofibroblasts are known to be

unable to generate action potential but they posses conductive properties. They are

characterised by a high membrane resistance and a hyperpolarized membrane potential

and they depolarise cardiomyocytes by imposing their electrical load when paired to

them through gap junctions [62]. The observation of spiral waves in cardiomyocytes-

myofibroblast co-cultures, as shown in figure 3.6, indicates the influence of myofibro-

blasts on the electrophysiology of cardiomyocytes through electrical and mechanical

coupling. Further, the coupling between cardiomyocytes and myofibroblasts results in

a decrease in the beating frequency of the co-cultures. This can be seen from fig-

ure 3.4B, which shows a gradual decrease in the beating frequency with the increase of

the myofibroblasts ratio. Numerous studies support this findings which show that an
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increased myofibroblast-cardiomyocyte coupling decreases the action potential duration

and slow conduction velocity [63] that leads to arrhythmia [64, 65]. The results in sec-

tion 3.1.2 shows that spontaneous beating was observed in co-culture with more than

25 % cardiomyocytes, indicating that there exists a maximum distance between two car-

diomyocytes linked by a bridge of myofibroblasts above which the transmission of action

potential is hindered. This is confirmed by a quantitative study which shows that the

impulse propagation between distant cardiomyocytes through myofibroblasts occurs up

to a distance of 300µm [66]. An additional type of cell-cell connection that may affect

the increase in the cellular barrier resistance Rb of fibrotic monolayers are membrane

nanotubes. These are long and thin membrane connections identified in cardiomyocytes

and myofibroblasts that permit long-distance transfer of membrane components, mito-

chondria, and [Ca2+] [67]. The possibility that these structures could be involved in

communication between cardiomyocytes and myofibroblasts in fibrotic condition is not

clarified.

Adherens junctions also contribute to the increase in barrier resistance Rb of fibrotic

monolayers. Similar to Cx43, N-cadherin (N-Cad) was also localised between cardi-

omyocytes, myofibroblasts and cardiomyocyte-myofibroblast pairs, suggesting the direct

mechanical interaction between both cell types. High fibroblast homocellular adherens

junctions were also observed in co-cultures with low cardyomyocyte ratios, as shown in

figure 3.2. It is reasonable to think that high density of junctional N-Cad is required

to create solid mechanical adhesions where overexpressed Cx43 can localise. Studies

of cardiac development of isolated adult cardiomyocytes, have shown that adherens

junctions, which bind to the plus end of the microtubules in the intercalated disks,

are formed before Cx43 is transported via microtubules to the cell membrane to con-

stitute gap junctions [68]. I speculate that the occurrence of both gap and adherens

junctions between myofibroblasts in fibrotic monolayers with lower percentage of cardi-

omyocytes in my experiments is due to this sequential expression and localization of the

junction proteins. Moreover, the results in section 3.1.1.2 show that the homocellular

N-Cad mediated junctions between myofibroblasts increased exponentially with the ra-

tio of myofibroblasts, compared to the gradual increase of gap junctions. The different

expression levels of N-Cad and Cx 43 suggests that myofibroblasts form strong mechan-

ical junctions than electrical coupling. This might indicate that myofibroblasts prefer

cell-cell communication through contractile forces rather than electrical signals. Con-

sequently, it is reasonable to hypothesise that myofibroblasts use mechanical feedbacks

on cardiomyocytes as well. Interestingly, in this work it was observed that myofibro-

blasts physically deform the membrane of cardiomyocytes through N-Cad junctions

(figure 3.2), suggesting the possibility that myofibroblasts exert forces both on my-

ofibroblasts and cardiomyocytes, probably modulating their performance. The idea
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that myofibroblasts can affect electrophysiology of cardiomyocytes via mechanical in-

teractions was also confirmed by Thompson et al. In their study they show that the

conduction velocity in co-cultures with prevalent heteroadhesion junctions can be fully

restored by applying contraction blockers (e.g. Blebbistatin) or mechanosensitive chan-

nel blockers [63]. Another study observed that pharmacological ablation of α-SMA

nullify arrhythmogenic myofibroblasts-cardiomyocytes communication [69]. Following

this observation, I speculate that the increased homocellular mechanical and electrical

junctions between myofibroblasts in increasingly severe fibrosis might lead to disturb-

ance in conduction and arrhythmia. In summary post-infarct area cannot be considered

as a passive tissue. The assumption that myofibroblasts could act exclusively as insu-

lator after MI is obsolete. Fibroblasts can transform into contractile myofibroblasts,

couple mechanically and electrically with cardiomyocytes, and affect cardiac electro-

physiology. In figure 4.1 I summarise a scheme the electromechanical crosstalk between

cardiomyocytes and myofibroblasts under fibrotic conditions analysed in this work.

Figure 4.1: Mechanoelectrical crosstalk between cardiomyocyte and myofibroblasts.

Apart from this direct type of communication, it is known that cardiomyocytes and

fibroblasts indirectly interact releasing chemical mediators as TGF-β1 and Angiotensin

II or using ECM proteins as mediators [16]. During fibrosis an overproduction of ECM

components, e. g. collagen and fibronectin, due to the hyperactivity of myofibroblasts

results in an increased stiffness of the infarcted region that affect the surrounding cardi-

omyocytes. Studies have shown that alterations in collagen levels were associated with

damaged cardiomyocytes connectivity and function [16, 70]. Therefore, it is essential to
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investigate the mechanical properties of cells under in vitro fibrotic conditions. In sec-

tion 3.1.3 I characterised the viscoelastic properties in monocultures of cardiomyocytes

and fibroblasts in comparison to fibrotic co-cultures by using AFM-based microrheology

following the method introduced by Shroff and coworkers and modified by Alcaraz et

al [51, 52]. Among other microrheological techniques AFM has the highest lateral res-

olution and allows the determination of both solid- and fluid-like features of cardiac

monolayers. Cellular mechanical response was characterised by extracting G′ and G′′,

accounting for the stored elastic energy and the frictional energy dissipated, respect-

ively, from oscillatory indentation measured at different frequencies. A simultaneous

increase of the G′ and G′′ with increasing frequency was observed for cardiomyocytes,

no-activated fibroblasts, and fibrotic co-culture (equal density of cardiomyocytes and

myofibroblasts), indicating a frequency dependence of the viscoelastic properties of the

cells. This is similar to the previous studies on rheological properties of different cell

types [52]. Loss tangent η, which is the ratio between G′ and G′′ and is indicative of

the transition from solid-like (η < 1) to fluid-like (η > 1) behaviour, also increases with

high frequencies. However, the relation between frequency and η shows a different trend

according to the population ratio in the co-culture, as shown in figure 3.8. Cardiomyo-

cytes show prominent elastic behaviour at frequencies smaller than 80 Hz whereas for

fibroblasts the solid-fluid transition occurs already at 60 Hz. The more fluid-like nature

of the fibroblasts is probably the reason why these cells migrate in the damaged area

after cardiac injury to start wound healing process. Such a migration implicates that

they are subjected to numerous deformation, e.g squeezing between cardiac sheets to

reach the target area.

The results obtained in section 3.1.3 show that fibrotic conditions lead to a general

decrease of η, indicating that the co-culture behaves rather as a solid with fluid-like

transition shifted at high frequencies, congruent with a typical increase in stiffness that

characterises fibrosis. The frequency dependent rheological results can be explained by

the power-law structural damping model, that Fabri and coworkers interpreted as a

particular case of soft glassy rheology [71]. According to the model, the cellular cyto-

skeleton is a network of structural elements not permanently attached to each other,

weakly interacting and trapped in energy wells. Perturbation of the network, such as ex-

ternal forces or active motion induced by motor proteins, provide energy to the system

causing a jump to other energy wells and a shift to either more fluid or more solid-

like state. The power-law coefficient represents a sort of temperature of the material

indicating the level of agitation in the network. Cardiomyocyte monocultures exhibit

a slightly higher power-law coefficient (0.35), although possessing an elevated concen-

tration of proteins important for force generation and contraction, especially α-actin

and myosin. These contraction proteins form well organised myofibrils and maintain
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cellular structure elements at their positions, preventing jumps from energy wells. For

such a configuration the power-law coefficient is supposed to approach zero. However,

cardiomyocyte contractility is associated with cytoskeleton rearrangements and active

processes that involve energy consumption, and increase in this way the network agit-

ation. Rheological measurements also show that cardiomyocytes monocultures are stiff

and this is attributable to the elevated concentration of proteins involved in the pro-

cess of contraction, as mentioned above. On the contrary, fibroblasts monocultures are

1.5 time softer and exhibit lower viscosity and lower power-law coefficient compared to

cardiomyocytes. This is easy to understand considering the fact that fibroblast are cells

involved in migratory processes, such as wound healing, and that migration is promoted

by an increase of cytoskeletal tension [72]. DiMilla et al. demonstrated in silico that

there is a relationship between contractile force, cellular rheology and migration velo-

city [73]. An increased cytoskeletal tension is required to promote cellular deformation

and migration [72]. It has been reported that factors that induce a decrease of power-law

coefficient lead to an increase in cytoskeletal tension [74]. Additionally, a decrease in

viscosity leads to an increase in migration speed. All these factors facilitate fibroblasts

to reach their target in different tissues and in particular, in the case of fibrosis, the

post-infarction area and then differentiate into myofibroblasts.

Fibrotic co-cultures, obtained by mixing cardiomyocytes and myofibroblasts are char-

acterised by an increase in stiffness, G′, G′′, and a decrease of η, compared with both

cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts. Furthermore, a decreased power-law coefficient, reveal-

ing a low cytoskeleton agitation, confirm that the co-culture appears stiffer and more

like an elastic material. This indicates the fibrotic co-culture behaves rather as a solid

with fluid-like transition shifted at high frequencies (150 Hz), and elasticity dominates

over viscosity. This is congruent with the typical increase in stiffness that character-

ises fibrosis. Similar effects have also been observed in normal murine mammary gland

(NMuMG) cells after incubation with TGF-β1 which induces an increase of cellular

elastic behaviour, stiffness and a decrease in power-law coefficient [75]. Thus, the in-

cubation of TGF-β1 results in a structural rearrangement of the cytoskeleton and a new

formation of stress fibers near the apical membrane [75]. I assume that changes in fibro-

blast mechanics might be induced by TGF-β1 that is produced by cardiomyocytes under

fibrotic conditions. The TGF-β1 is also crucial for fibroblast activation characterised by

the expression of α-SMA contractile protein. Probably the surrounding cardiomyocyes

in the co-culture are also affected, resulting in an overall increase in the stiffness and

a prominent solid-elastic behaviour. It should be pointed out here that the fibrotic

co-cultures maintain the viscosity comparable to the cadiomyocytes and the power-law

coefficient identical to the fibroblasts. My hypothesis is that they are in a sort of mech-

anical metastate inbetween the two type of cells. The idea that changes in viscoelastic
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properties of infarcted cardiac tissue alter the mechano-electric feedback affecting the

arrhythmia onset is supported by a mathematical model introduced by Katsnelson et

al. [76]. According to their model, myocardial mechanics (viscosity and elasticity) may

modulate the load of Sarcoplasmic Reticulum [Ca2+] and induce spontaneous activity

of cardiomyocytes leading to cardiac rhythm disturbances. Specifically, any increase

in either viscosity or elasticity of intracellular structures such as constitutive proteins

(e.g. collagen), microtubules network, and actin-myosin slipping promotes arrhythmia.

Several cardiac pathologies including hypoxia, anoxia, and ischemia are characterised

by modified viscoelastic properties [76]. I was able to demonstrate cardiomyocytes and

myofibroblasts co-cultures stiffening in fibrotic conditions, but whether the increase in

cell stiffness occurs in myofibroblasts or in cardiomyocytes or in both is yet to be determ-

ined. Michaelson and coworkers have shown that diabetic conditions lead to increased

stiffness in cardiomyocytes, but not in fibroblasts [77]. My hypothesis is that during

fibrosis both cell types undergo mechanical changes additionally triggered by: (i) a

release of chemical factors (TGF-β1) from cardiomyocytes that has a direct effect on

fibroblasts (myofibroblast transformation) and possibly a feedback effect on themselves;

(ii) an overproduction of collagen that directly interacts with both cardiomyocytes and

fibroblasts, and (iii) the contraction of mechanically coupled adjacent cardiomyocytes

and myofibroblasts [78]. These three mechanisms are summarised in figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Factors influencing mechanical properties during cardiac fibrosis.
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4.2 Ventricular Remodeling: Effect of High Shear Stress

The early stage of post-infarction remodeling is characterised by high shear stresses

exerted on cardiac laminar sheets during contraction due to the increase of interstitial

space in between each cellular layer. This space is filled by a fluid that allows the

diffusion of cellular nutrients and waste products and provides a specific physiological

mechanical environment to cells. In post-infarction conditions, it might influence several

processes at cellular level and play a critical role in fibrogenesis. In this context, with

my work I studied the influence of pathological values of shear stress on cardiomyocyte

monolayers by applying laminar fluid flow stimulation. The effect of increased shear

stress is not completely understood especially during the whole ventricular remodeling

process after the infarction

Moreover, it is important to understand the cell response, apart from biophysical

and biochemical changes, to the increased shear stresses during the whole ventricular

remodeling process after the infarction. I characterised the effect of high shear stresses

on cardiomyocytes behaviour at short- and long-time scales. To my knowledge the

physiological values of shear stress at which ventricular cardiomyocytes are subjected

in vivo were never reported. Hence, I estimated it based on a model which represents

cardiac laminae with parallel plates as presented for atrial cardiomyocytes by Boycott

and coworkers [9]. For a beating frequency of 2.5 Hz, the physiological ventricular shear

stress in neonatal cardiomyocytes in this work turns out to be 0.17 dyn/cm2. Therefore,

in order to simulate post-infarction conditions, shear stresses one order of magnitude

higher were used to stimulate cardiomyocytes monocultures. Morphological changes of

cardiomyocyte under fluid flow were monitored and quantified by using Electric Cell-

Substrate Impedance Sensing (ECIS) [47]. This non-optical technique allows to measure

variations in electrical impedance of a cellular monolayer indicative of cell-shape and

cell-cell connection changes continuously. Advantages such as non-invasiveness, good

throughput and high reproducibility make this method suitable to investigate the effect

of high shear stress on delicate primary neonatal cardiomyocytes.

In this work I observed that exposing cardiomyocytes to high shear stress for 2.5 h

induced a sharp and exponential increase in the electrical impedance of the monolayer

(for 30-50 min) followed by a slower linear increase (for 1.5 h), while the impedance of

non-sheared monolayers remained constant, as shown in figure 3.9. This indicates that

pathological values of shear stress affect the morphology of cardiomyocytes, reflected

by the variation of electric impedance. The possibility that this variation was par-

tially or completely caused by the movement of ions constituting the cell medium under

flow stimulation was excluded by performing a control experiment of sheared samples

without cells, where the impedance decreased slightly over time (see figure 3.10). Thus,

the increase of electric impedance is a clear result of active changes in the cardiomyo-
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cyte monolayer under flow exposure. By employing an optical technique, Reflection

Interference contrast microscopy (RICM), I correlated the sharp exponential raise of

the electric impedance with an immediate decrease in the average distance between the

ventral part of the cardiomyocytes and the substrate. This result is also supported by

a quantitative study of endothelial cell adhesion under flow that showed an average

decrease in distance between cell membraneand substrate [79]. When stimulated at a

shear rate of 4 dyn/cm2, the cadiomyocyte monolayers approached the surface during

the first 15 min, following which they slowly withdrew. The height of the cell-substrate

space increased again and reached the same value as in unstimulated conditions within

1.5 h. Interestingly, during this process the cell contact area remained constant, and

started to slightly increase only thereafter. It seems that the decrease of cell-substrate

distance and the increase of cell-substrate contact area are two consecutive temporal

events. The first exponential increase in cardiomyocytes electric impedance can be cor-

related with the decrease in the cell-substrate distance, while the second linear increase

can be explained by a further cell spreading. Similar experiments were performed by

DePaola et al. on bovine aortic endothelial monolayers and they observed a peak in

electrical impedance when exposed to shear stress of 10 dyn/cm2 at the flow onset. By

comparing their observations to the theoretically predicted behaviour according to the

ECIS model equation they concluded that the increase in impedance is caused by both,

a decrease in the cell-substrate distance and by an increase of the cell radius [80]. My

observations in section 3.2.1 partially confirm those results as sheared cardiomyocytes

approach immediately the surface, causing an increase in electric impedance, without

any increase of cellular dimensions. Moreover, DePaola and coworkers measured a de-

crease in electrical impedance 15 min after the peak at the flow onset and they related it

to an adaptive response of the endothelial cells to the fluid stimulation. On the contrary,

I observed a continuous increase in electrical impedance of the cardiomyocytes during

the whole shear stimulation which is caused by an increase in cell-substrate contact area

1.5 h after the flow onset. The diverse behaviour of these two cell types under high levels

of shear stress right after they approach the surface at the flow onset is probably due

to the different nature of the cells. Excitable cells such as cardiomyocytes may present

a different transduction and response to stimuli.

According to my results applying increasingly high shear stresses (1.59 dyn/cm2,

4 dyn/cm2, 6 dyn/cm2) to cardiomyocytes induced the same immediate response but

with different speed. A shear stress of 4 dyn/cm2 and 6 dyn/cm2 triggered a five times

faster exponential increase of the cell impedance compared to 1.59 dyn/cm2. It seems

that 4 dyn/cm2 is a threshold value for shear stress beyond which there is no differ-

ence in the cellular response to the flow onset. Boycott and coworkers observed no

changes in magnitude of adult atrial cardiomyocytes response to shear stresses higher
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than 2.8 dyn/cm2 in terms of increased outward potassium current causing fast repolar-

ization [9]. However, the biological differences (gene expression, structural proteins, and

transcription factors [81]) between isolated atrial and ventricular cardiomyocytes might

cause differences in reaction to increasingly values of shear stress. This would explain

the different threshold value of the shear stress between their experiments and those

presented in this work. Regardless which pathological shear stress the cardiomyocytes

are exposed to, they approach and withdraw from the surface. However, the speed

of this response is faster for higher flow stimulations. This might be related to the

reorganisation of cytoskeleton in response to mechanical stimuli.

Cytoskeleton plays an important role in the cellular mechanotransduction and it

may transmit shear stress signal to the nucleus via actin filaments or microtubules.

Nishimura and coworkers observed high compression of microtubules induced by applic-

ation of shear stress to adult cardiomyocytes [82]. Based on their results, I speculate

that when high shear stress is applied to cardiomyocytes, the compressed microtubules

push the cells towards the substrate and this response is faster when the strength of the

stimulation increases. Also the degree and the rate of microtubule polimerization/de-

polimerization might be affected by the high flow stimulation. Indeed, it has been

reported that in hypertrophic conditions, typical for post-infarction remodeling, cardi-

omyocytes are characterised by an elevated level of microtubules polymerization [83].

In my work I observed only cellular morphological changes at the shear stress onset:

cardiomyocytes beating frequency, extracted from the periodic oscillation of electric im-

pedance, does not seem to be affected by the sudden exposure of the cells to flow. Cardi-

omyocytes contractility was not affected by any applied shear stress value (1.59 dyn/cm2,

4 dyn/cm2, 6 dyn/cm2). On the contrary, exposing cardiomyocytes monolayers to lam-

inar flow for 108 h induced significant changes on cardiomyocytes morphology, con-

nectivity and contractility. The electrical impedance of cardiomyocytes continuously

increased until the flow stimulation was stopped as shown in figure 3.14. When cells

were exposed to 1.59 dyn/cm2 and 4 dyn/cm2 shear stress the final increment in imped-

ance was two and three times higher than the value before the flow onset, respectively.

There was no further increment when a shear stress higher than 4 dyn/cm2 was applied

to cardiomyocytes, pointing again to the fact that 4 dyn/cm2 is a threshold value for the

cell response. I correlated the first 20 h of impedance increment with an increase of cell-

substrate contact area, that started 1.5 h after the flow onset. Cardiomyocytes further

spread under high flow stimulation, reduce intercellular distances, which results in an

increase of the electric impedance. They form larger focal adhesions, however maintain-

ing their average cell-substrate distance. A similar result was observed for 3D fibroblast

cultures stimulated with low shear stress. After 48 h of stimulation fibroblasts spread-

ing increased in the presence of TGF-β1 [84]. During post-infartion remodeling it is
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well know that cardiomyocytes start to secrete paracrine mediators like which TGF-β1.

Probably high shear stress levels might be one of the physical trigger for the secretion

of TGF-β1 that can mediate the further spreading observed in this work, similar to the

work of others [84]. Further analysis concerning TGF-β1effect on cardiomyocytes under

shear stress could lead to a confirmation of this hypothesis.

It should be noted that in this work I measured the cardiomyocyte-substrate contact

area and not the complete cell size. However, high values of shear stress are typical

in cardiac hypertrophic conditions and so the possibility that cardiomyocytes increase

their volume should not be excluded. Indeed, Hariharan and coworkers demonstrated

that high shear flow induces an increase in ERK phosphorylation in cardiomyocytes,

involved in hypertrophic response [12].

The continuous increase in cardiomyocytes electric impedance under pathological val-

ues of shear stress was caused also by changes in cell-cell connections and cell membrane

composition, unfolding or thickness. By using the ECIS area contact model introduced

by Lo et al. [85] it was possible to correlate impedance increase with the variation in the

barrier resistance Rb describing the resistance to current flow in the intercellular gap

and therefore, the density of cell-cell contact, the parameter characterising cell-substrate

distance α, and the membrane capacitance Cm. Already after 48 h of flow stimulation

with a shear stress of 1.59 dyn/cm2 I observed an increase in resistance barrier Rb de-

scribing the tightness of cell-cell contacts. Rb increased by a factor of 1.5 compared

to the non-sheared cardiomyocytes. Analogously cell-cell contact increased after 108 h

of shear stimulation indicating a direct proportionality between Rb and the flow ex-

posure time. The enhanced connectivity in presence of high shear stress is probably

due to an increased expression of both gap and adherens junctions (Cx43 and N-Cad)

by the cardiomyocytes. Two slightly different studies confirm the high level of these

two connection proteins in sheared ventricular cardiomyocytes [12, 86]. Hariharan et al

reported an increased amount of N-Cad and Cx43 in response to 4 h oscillatory shear

stress (6 dyn/cm2) and no significant change in cell-cell adhesion strength [12]. Dvir

and coworkers observed activation of ERK1/2 signaling cascade, inducing synthesis of

cell-cell contact proteins, upon low pulsatile fluid flow stimulation (0.6 dyn/cm2) for 24 h

and increased N-Cad and Cx43 expression [86]. In both studies they found an increased

level of cell connections earlier than 48 h as I measured. Although, this discussion lacks

biochemical analysis, I can not exclude that also in my experiments the signal cascade

and the overexpression of the gap and adherens junction proteins started before 48 h.

Based on my observations I assume that cardiomyocytes start to further spread within

a time window of 20 h to 40 h, and then increase the amount of cell-cell junctions.

Moreover, the different type of flow stimulation that Hariharan, Dvir and coworkers

used (oscillatory and pulsatile flow, respectively) compared to the one employed in this
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work (continuous laminar flow) could have influenced the time response of cardiomyo-

cytes to the shear stress, resulting in an early increase of N-Cad and Cx43 expression.

Summing up, it is clear that shear stress triggers the overexpression of electrical and

adhesion proteins that leads to an enhanced connectivity between cardiomyocytes. The

way the cells are stimulated might influence the time scale of their reaction to the flow.

As described above the optical measurements showed that the cell-substrate distance

decreased at the flow onset and afterwards it remained almost constant. According to

the impedance spectroscopy measuraments, α in the cardiomyocytes exposed to shear

stress of 1.59 dyn/cm2 for 48 h and 108 h is 3.5 times higher than the non-sheared culture.

α is inversely proportional to the square root of the cell-substrate distance (h), directly

proportional to the cell width W , and the square root of the resistivity of the bulk

cell medium ρ (α = (1/2)W (ρ/h)
1
2 ). Assuming that the electrical properties of the

cell medium do not change (ρ is constant), the increase in cardiomyocytes cell-substrate

contact area, observed optically in the first 20-40 h of flow stimulation, can be responsible

for the rise of α. I observed that α further increases up to 48 h of flow stimulation,

which I relate to the increase in the cell-substrate contact area with the cell-substrate

distance remaining constant. After this time point, α remained constant, which infers

that the cell-substrate distance and cell-substrate contact area do not change until 108 h

of flow stimulation.

One should also take the membrane capacitance Cm into account in order to explain

the increase in the electrical impedance of the cardiomyocytes exposed to shear stress

of 1.59 dyn/cm2. The value of Cm decreased by 4 and 2.5 times when the shear stress

was applied for 48 h and 108 h, respectively. Sato et al also reported an increase in

mechanical stiffness of endothelial cell membranes exposed to shear stress [87]. This may

suggest that under flow stimulation the cell membrane became less rough, decreasing

the total membrane area.The change in the mechanical properties, permeability [80] or

its membrane composition, for example expression of more or new adhesion molecules or

membrane proteins, will have an effect on the value of Cm. Such rearrangements in the

membrane may have occurred in cardiomyocytes during my experiments that led to a

decrease of Cm. Indeed I do optically observe an increment of the size of focal adhesions

after 48 h of flow stimulation. It has also been demonstrated that shear stress alters

the flux of ions through the cardiomyocyte membrane: shear of 0.5 dyn/cm2 induces

an increase in outward current of atrial cardiomyocytes [9]. This may also occur in

ventricular cardiomyocytes under shear stress and induce changes in Cm.

After 108 h of flow stimulation, Rb and Cm were observed to vary as function of the

applied shear stress (figure 3.15). Indeed Rb increased and Cm decreased for increasing

values of shear stress (1.59 dyn/cm2, 4 dyn/cm2, 6 dyn/cm2). This supports the idea

that the shear stimulation enhance the cell-cell connectivity and the protein composi-
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tion in membranes. Furthermore, trends show that higher shear stresses amplify this

response, for example Rb of cells sheared at 6 dyn/cm2 was three times higher than Rb

of cell sheared to 1.59 dyn/cm2 (P < 0.001). Interestingly, there is no difference in Rb

or Cm increasing the shear stress values exposing cardiomycytes to only 48 h of stimu-

lation. Probably in cardiomyocyes exposed to flow some mechanisms, sensitive to the

increase of shear stresses, are activated only after 48 h. I believe that these mechanisms

are connected to the flow-mediated enhance in cell connectivity, supporting the above

mentioned hypothesis that cardiomyocytes start to form adherens and gap junctions

about 48 h after the flow onset.

The increase in cardiomyocytes connectivity and changes in cellular membrane prop-

erties under high shear stress are not the only factors that cause the rise in electric

impedance over time. The force applied by the flow promotes a reorganisation of the

cytoskeleton of the cell in such a way that the actin fibers are reoriented in the direction

of the flow. I used a custom written program to quantify the net orientation distri-

bution via two parameters: e, eccentricity of an ellipse that fits the normalised fiber

orientation distribution in an image; and θ, the angle along which the largest number

of fibers is oriented. I observed that when a shear stress of 4 dyn/cm2 was applied for

108 h to cardiomyocytes the average < e > of the distribution was equal to 0.97 and

θ equal to -9.7 ◦. Referring back to section 2.4.1.3, this means that at least 2/3 of the

actin fibers were oriented parallel to the direction of the flow (θ=0 ◦). On the other

hand, non-sheared cardiomyocytes were randomly oriented (< e > = 0.62). Moreover,

analysing the orientation distribution of the actin fibers as function of the duration of

shear exposure revealed that the percentage of these fibers oriented along the flow dir-

ection increased. It required 108 h of shear stimulation to reorganize 70% of the fibers

along the flow direction, which represents the response of the cytoskeleton to the shear

stress. To my knowledge the reorientation of the actin fibers of cardiomyocytes under

fluid flow stimulation in 2D has not been reported until date. However, it has been

observed for other cell types by several groups [88–90]. Van der Meer et al reported

a reorganisation of actin fibers due to the presence of shear stress in endothelial cells

exposed for 10 h and 24 h to 15 dyn/cm2 [88]. Another study demonstrated that focal

adhesions formation is crucial in regulating endothelial cell response to laminar flow [89].

Archambault and coworkes showed that rabbit tendon fibroblasts tended to align along

the direction of the flow at 25 dyn/cm2 stimulation for 3 h [90]. They observed that

the mechanotransduction of the shear stress does not depend on calcium concentration

and that other pathways may be involved. Actin fiber reorientation in cardiomyocytes

as response to shear stress may be triggered by the activation or modification of integ-

rins. These transmembrane proteins are involved in ECM adhesion and in translation

of external mechanical stimuli into biochemical signals. My hypothesis is that the ap-
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plication of shear stress may induce orientation of the fibers in the ECM, on which

cardiomyocytes adhere, in the direction of the flow in order to reduce the fluid drag

through the ECM grid. This provides contact guidance, mediated via integrins, for the

remodeling and alignment of the actin fibers in cardiomyocytes. Indeed, several studies

have demonstrated how cardiomyocyes remodel their shape and myofibrils according to

geometrical patterns [91, 92]. Ng Ping and coworkers have shown the important role

of α1β1-integrin in the alignment of the ECM matrix and fibroblasts in a 3D system

under low shear stress [84]. In my experiments, integrins may play an important role in

the spatiotemporal organisation of the actin fibers and also in the reorientation of the

cardiomyocytes along the direction of the flow.

Overall, I successfully demonstrated that pathological values of shear stress induce

a reorientation of actin fibers and cardiomyocytes in the direction of the flow. This

anisotropy is time dependent, requires more than 72 h of stimulation, and is mediated

via contact guidance. These cell morphological changes together with the enhanced cell-

cell connectivity cause the continuous increase in electric impedance of cardiomyocytes

under flow stimulation.

A long-term exposure of cardiomyocytes to high shear stress has an effect on the con-

traction frequency. Compared with the non-sheared co-cultures, it increased with the

application of fluid flow and also with the magnitude of the shear stress (1.59 dyn/cm2

4 dyn/cm2 and 6 dyn/cm2). These results were confirmed by Lorenzen-Schmidt and

coworkers that observed an increase in beating rate with the shear [11]. In addition,

I observed that there is no significant difference between the beating frequency of car-

diomyocytes sheared at 4 dyn/cm2 and 6 dyn/cm2. Another proof that 4 dyn/cm2 is a

threshold value of shear stress beyond which there is no difference in the cellular re-

sponse in terms of contractility. Interestingly, at any applied shear stress the increase in

beating frequency was not constant over time but reached a maximum after 48 h of shear

stress. Cardiomyocytes sheared with 4 dyn/cm2 and 6 dyn/cm2 for 108 h were beating

even slower than the non-sheared samples. I speculate that myofibroblasts residual from

cardiomyocytes isolation may be responsible for the decrease in beating frequency after

48 h of shear stimulation. It has been reported by Ng Ping that low levels of interstitial

flow induce myofibroblast proliferation. It is also possible that myofibroblasts increase

heterocellular and homocellular connections similarly to the flow stimulated cardiomyo-

cytes, as already presented in this work. This induces changes in the electromechanical

coupling, as presented for fibrotic co-culture with increasing ratio of myofibroblasts, and

leads to a decrease in the beating frequency of the cardiomyocytes. On the other hand,

one potential cause of the increase of beating frequency before 48 h of stimulation could

be related to the above mentioned activation of ERK1/2 under shear stress. Dvir and

coworkers reported that pulsatile fluid flow activated ERK 1/2 inducing synthesis of
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contractile proteins αSAn and Tn-T [86]. They measured high levels of these proteins

expression after 24 h of shear stress stimulation. Flow-induced enhancement of contract-

ile protein expression could lead to higher beating frequency. Lorenzen-Schmidt et al

also observed an increase in contraction frequency in cardiomyocytes and showed that

stretch-activated channels are probably not involved in the process [11]. It is known

that the β-adrenergic signalling pathway has an influence on the beating rate by regu-

lating the influx of [Ca2+] through the L-type [Ca2+] channel. Lorenzen-Schmidt et al.

suggest that shear stress can induce an increase in [Ca2+] current influx and activate a

signalling pathway similarly to that of the β-adrenergic one. Integrins may also play an

important role in triggering actin fibers and cell orientation along the flow direction as

well as in increasing cardiomyocyte contractility. β1 integrins are linked to L-type Ca2+

channels [93]. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that growth factors that bind to β1

integrins [11], and flow-induced changes in ECM, as I described above, may increase the

beating frequency in cardiomyocytes. The mechanisms that may influence the increase

of contractility in cardiomyocytes under shear stress are summarised in the figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Mechanisms that may induce an increase in contractility of cardiomyocytes under shear
stress.

Another flow-induced effect of shear stress on cardiomycytes contraction is the syn-

chronisation of the beating frequency. Cells in different part of the sample coordinated

their activity when sheared (beating frequency 3 ± 0.05 Hz), while non-stimulated cardi-

omyocytes were characterised by different beating frequencies (1.6 ± 0.53 Hz). Probably

the enhanced cell-cell connectivity due to the presence of the flow enables cells to syn-
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chronise the beating. After observing the fact that the cardiomyocytes contractility is

sensitive to shear stress, I tested the effect of flow stimulation on beating frequency also

in co-cultures of fibroblasts and cardiomyocytes. Co-cultures with 50 % and 25 % fibro-

blasts under 6 dyn/cm2 shear stress stimulation for 48 h were beating 1.6 and 2 times

faster than the non-sheared cell, respectively. A better understanding of this response

can be reached by analysing the effect of shear stress on each cell type individually. As

mentioned above, this response in cardiomyocytes may be caused by the β-adrenergic

signalling pathway, an increase in [Ca2+] current, integrins activation, and an increase in

contraction proteins. This may be the main reason why sheared co-cultures beat faster

than non-sheared ones. Shear stress on fibroblasts induces the expression of α-SMA

and the transformation into myofibroblasts, as reported by Ng Ping and coworkers [84].

In their study, they observed that after 5 days of flow stimulation over 95 % of the

fibroblasts were myofibroblasts. However, the shear stress they applied was one order

of magnitude lower than the one I used to stimulate the co-cultures in my experiments.

I speculate that higher fluid stress may accelerate the flow-induced transformation of

fibroblasts into myofibroblasts, and induce contraction after 2 days. I also believe that

shear stress leads to an increase of junctional protein expression in myofibroblasts as

it does in cardiomyoctes. The flow-induced increase in beating frequency in cardi-

omyocytes is damped by the large amount of myofibroblast-cardiomyocyte connections.

Nevertheless, the beating frequency in sheared is higher than non-sheared co-cultures,

and obviously lower than cardiomyocyte monocultures.

In this work, I observed that co-cultures with 90% myofibroblasts after 48 h of shear

stimulation were beating, whereas no activity was recorded for non-sheared co-cultures.

This is the first time such a flow-induced contractility in a fibrotic co-culture with

9:1 ratio of myofibroblasts and cardiomyocytes was observed. My hypothesis is that

the fluid flow-enhanced connectivity in myofibroblasts enables propagation of electrical

signals via Cx43 over large distances. The increased expression of gap junctions may

overcome the previously known spatial limit of 300 µm for impulse propagation between

two cardiomyocytes through myofibroblasts [66]. This mechanism is probably used in

vivo during fibrosis to propagate the electric signal through the scar. This suggests

that the increase of shear stress during post-infarction is involved in the myofibroblast

transformation and may facilitate the electrical conduction in the infarcted area, playing

an important role in fibrogenesis.

To summarise, I have shown that high values of shear stress, which mimics the

early stage left ventricular remodeling, induce morphological and functional changes in

cardiomyocytes at different time scales. The main results of the presented discussion

can be noted as follows:

1. An immediate decrease of the cell-substrate distance occurs at the flow onset.
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This response, probably mediated by microtubules, varies with the magnitude of

the shear stress.

2. After two hours cell-substrate contact area starts to increase and probably the

activation of signaling pathways induces synthesis of high levels of contractile and

cell-cell contact proteins.

3. At 48 h of flow stimulation, the cell beating frequency reaches a maximum.

4. Between 48 and 72 h of shear stress application, cardiomyocyte actin fibers are

reorganised probably via integrin-mediated contact guidance.

5. After 108 h of shear stress exposure, actin fibers and most likely also cardiomyo-

cytes are oriented along the flow axes. Additionally, the anisotropic monolayer is

characterised by an elevated cell-cell connection that induces a decrease in beating

frequency and possibly constitute an arrhythmogenic mechanism, often observed

left ventricular remodeling post-infarction.

A summarising scheme of these processes is show in figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Time sequence of the effects of high shear stress on cardiomyocytes.
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5 Conclusions and Outlook

In this thesis, I presented a study on the influence of biophysical changes on cellu-

lar mechanical properties, morphology, and connectivity in left ventricular remodeling

after myocardial infarction (MI). In particular, I focused on the effect high levels of shear

stress and fibrosis, which occur in the early and late phase of ventricular remodeling,

respectively.

Fibrosis: connectivity and mechanics

I was interested in how the connectivity between cells in fibrotic conditions could influ-

ence cardiac functionality. By using co-culture of cardiomyocytes and myofibroblasts as

an in vitro fibrotic model, I demonstrated that their communication occurs via both elec-

trical and mechanical junctions. Increasingly severe fibrosis (co-cultures with decreasing

density of cardiomyocytes) is characterised by a linear overexpression of electrical junc-

tion protein (Cx43) in myofibroblasts. An enriched Cx43 expression leads to higher

possibility of cardiomyocytes-myofibroblast coupling. This induces alterations in cardi-

omyocytes electrophysiology: decrease in beating frequency and outbreaking of spiral

waves. Several studies confirmed these findings and also reported i)changes in duration

of cardiomyoctyes action potential, ii) slow conduction velocity, and iii) arrhythmogen-

esis due to cardiomyocytes-myofibroblasts electrical coupling [63–65]. Additionally, I

observed high expression of mechanical junctions protein (N-Cad) between myofibro-

blasts in co-culture with low cardiomyocytes ratios. Accordingly, I proposed that my-

ofibroblasts may influence the function of cardiomyocytes by applying contractile forces

via mechanical junctions. Moreover, N-Cad might be responsible for the transmission of

the contractile forces between myofibroblasts through the fibrotic scar in order to over-

come the spatial limit (300µm [66]) of action potential propagation via Cx43. These

results reveal that the cardiac scar is not a passive tissue wherein the cardiomyocytes

and myofibroblasts couple electromechanically. Emerging therapeutic techniques try to

use this coupling to develop a “better scar” that reduces the disturbance in conduc-

tion of action potential and reduces the outbreak in arrhythmias. Since an increase in

electrical junction in fibrotic model leads to alterations in electrophysiology of cardi-
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omyocytes, inhibiting Cx43 expression may represent a promising strategy. Peptides

that alter Cx43 functions have been observed to decrease the size of the infarcted area

and arrhythmogenesis [62]. With my work I also point out to the possibility of develop-

ing a new therapeutic approach by targeting the expression of N-Cad in myofibroblast

as it may be beneficial in the prevention of fibrosis and all its pathological consequences.

To complete the characterisation of fibrosis, I compared the viscoelastical properties

of cardiomyocytes, fibroblasts monocultures with fibrotic co-culture by employing AFM-

based microrheology. Cardiomyocytes were observed to be quite stiff and exhibiting a

solid-like behaviour, attributable to the high amount of contraction proteins, peculiar

for this cell type. The frequency dependent viscoelastic properties were described with

a slightly high power law coefficient, which indicates the agitation in their cytoskeletal

network due to the copious active processes involved in cardiomyocytes beating. Fibro-

blasts were observed to be soft, less viscous, and their mechanical properties obey a weak

power-law reflecting an increase in their cytoskeletal tension. I correlate these proper-

ties with the ability of fibroblasts to highly deform and pass through tissues, migrating

towards the infarct area. Fibrotic co-culture, obtained by mixing cardiomyocytes and

myofibroblasts, were stiffer than both cell types and show a solid-like behaviour at

almost all frequencies. This is congruent with the typical increase in tissue stiffness

that characterises fibrosis and is due to the overproduction of collagen necessary to

sustain the increase in ventricular wall stresses. Interestingly, the co-culture exhibited

properties of both cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts: viscosity and power law coefficient,

respectively. I proposed three factors that may be responsible for changes in mechanical

properties of the fibrotic co-culture: (i) TGF-β, which once is secreted by cardiomyo-

cytes can have an effect on both cell types; (ii) overproduced collagen, that increases

the stiffness of the extracellular environment, inducing stiffening in the cells; (iii) mech-

anical junctions, by which traction forces are propagated from cell to cell triggering

viscoelastic response. In this work I measured the overall mechanical properties of the

fibrotic co-culture. Whether the increase of cell stiffness occurs in fibroblasts or in cardi-

omyocytes or in both is yet to be determinated. Combining AFM-based microrheology

with fluorescence microscopy is possible to visualise one of the two cell types and dis-

tinguish between cardiomyocytes or myofibroblasts properties in fibrotic conditions. To

my knowledge this is the first time that viscoelastic properties of fibrosis condition are

presented. In the recent years, most studies on mechanical properties of fibrosis were

focused on the assessment of the elastic modulus of the tissue, completely neglecting

the viscous properties that characterise cells. Simulations on changes in viscoelastic

properties show that the infarcted tissue contribute to cardiac rhythm disturbance [76].

Therefore, a better understanding of the mechanical properties of fibrotic tissue and

the mechanisms underlying their changes may lead to the identification of more efficient
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and new therapies.

High shear stress on cardiac laminar sheets: a pathological model

In this work I presented a detailed description of the effects of high shear stress

applied via fluid flow to cardiac laminar sheets at different time scales. The values of

applied shear stress were chosen one order of magnitude higher than a physiological

shear stress estimated with Couette flow model to simulate pathological condition (high

shear stress) that characterises early stage of left ventricular remodeling. By combining

impedance spectroscopy and optical microscopy I could provide an overview of morpho-

logical and contractile changes of cardiomyocytes under the effect of shear stress for 4.5

days. At the shear onset cardiomyocytes approach the surface with a dynamics that

accelerates with higher applied shear stress. An increase of cell-substrate contact area,

cell-cell connectivity, and beating frequency occurs between 2 hours and 48 hours of flow

exposure, followed by a gradual reorientation of actin fibers along the direction of the

flow stimulation during the next 24 hours. Finally, after 108 hours of high shear stress

stimulation I observed an increased cellular connectivity, changes in cellular membrane

properties, and oriented actin fibers along the direction of flow. These cellular charac-

teristics are the typical symptom of post-infarct or cardiopathology leading to fibrosis.

Therefore, I proved the cause-effect relationship between the increased shear stress that

precede the ventricular remodeling and the clinical characteristics found after MI. This

indicates that stimulating cardiomyocytes with high shear stress is a reliable in vitro

pathological model that can be used to test new drugs to inhibit or reverse MI effects.

It is clear that elevated shear stress affects cardiomyocytes morphology and contractil-

ity. Therefore, it is necessary that the numerical simulation focusing on the prediction

of the consequences of MI, cardiac pathology, and fibrogenesis take into account also

the presence of high shear stress. Shear stress is often neglected in both experimental

and computational simulations of post MI conditions, leading perhaps to incorrect as-

sumptions or conclusions. Another proof of the necessity to include shear stress in in

silico and in vitro models comes from one surprising result of this work: co-cultures

with only 10% of cardiomyocytes are able to contract under flow stimulation, unlike in

static conditions. A similar result was observed in vivo, where action potential propag-

ated through fibrotic tissue in which cardiomyocytes were chemically removed [94]. My

hypothesis is that fluid flow enhanced connectivity in cells enables electrical activity

propagation over large distances, overcoming the spatial limit of 300µm for impulse

propagation in vitro. Applying high shear stress in vitro I was able to recreate certain

conditions that are only observed in vivo, confirming the importance of this type of

stimulation.
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A detailed biochemical confirmation can be carried out in the future to confirm the

proper electro-mechanical coupling of cardiomyocites under shear stress. Optical map-

ping of action potential waveforms within the sheared monolayers might show whether

the electrical conduction is altered by the flow.

In order to optically verify the enhanced expression of mechanical and electrical junc-

tions in cardiomyocyes exposed to shear stress, immunostaining of connection proteins

such as Cx43 and N-Cad should be performed. By employing 3D confocal microscopy

one can verify whether in an in vitro system sheared cardiomyocytes increase their

volume as it happens in an in vivo hypertrophic tissue. Other interesting experiments

can be performed to study of the effect of different shear stress values on the dynam-

ics of actin fibers reorientation, microtubules polymerisation and the analysis of the

response of cardiomyocytes to an oscillating flow stimulation that simulates more real-

istic conditions (in vivo shear stresses are applied at each contraction). Collagen in

sheared samples with and without cells could be optically investigated by fluorescence

microscopy in order to confirm the involvement of shear stress in the reorientation of

ECM fibers. Also, the analysis of possible changes in viscoelastic properties of cardi-

omyocytes exposed to shear stress may be carried out by performing microrheological

experiments. Finally, the increase in the amount of focal adhesions should be correl-

ated with the presence of fluorescently stained integrins, and study their dependence

on the concentration of TGF-β1 in the medium. To confirm that ECM fibers reorient

due to the shear stress, collagen in sheared samples with and without cells should be

optically visualised with fluorescence microscopy. It would be worth to analyse possible

changes in viscoelastic properties of cardiomyocytes exposed to shear stress performing

microrheological experiments.

To summarise, in this work I presented how changes in cellular mechanical proper-

ties and cellular connectivity can explain the disturbed electro-mechanical coupling in

cardiac fibrosis. These findings might be extremely relevant to develop new therapies,

especially with the idea of engineering a“better scar”. I presented also how a biophys-

ical change in the microenvironment of post MI (high shear stress) might explain the

appearance of morphological and functional properties characteristic for left ventricular

remodeling.
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MI Myocardial Infarction

NRVMS Neonatal Rat Ventricular Myocytes

Cx43 Connexin 43

N-Cad Neural-Cadherin

ECM Extra Cellular Matrix

ATP Adenosine TriPhosphate

SR Sarcoplasmic Reticulum

SERCA Sarco Endoplasmic Reticulum Ca2+-ATPase

MEC Mechano-Electric Coupling

TGF-β1 Tumor Growth Factor-β1

α-SMA α-Smooth Muscle Actin

CM Cardiomyocytes
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FCS Fetal Calf Serum

DMEM Dulbeccos’s Modified Eagle’s Medium

ECIS Electric Cell-substrate Impedance Spectroscopy

AFM Atomic Force Microscopy

RICM Reflection Interference Constrast Microscopy

PFA ParaFormAldehyle

BSA Bovine Serum Albumin

DNA DeoxyriboNucleic Acids

DAPI 4,6 DiAmidino-2-PhenyIndole

CPE Constant Phase Element

RTC Rapid Time Collect

SFT Single Frequency Time
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MFT Multi Frequency Time

FFT Fast Fourier Transformation

PSD Power Spectral Density

CLSM Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy

FT Fourier Transform

QD Quadrant Photodiode

PIPC Propagation Induced Phase Constrast

ERK Extracellular signal Regulated Kinases
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